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Abstract 
 

Wireless mobile ad-hoc networks consist of a collection of peer mobile nodes that 

form a network and are capable of communicating with each other without help from 

stationary infrastructure such as access points.  The availability of low-cost, com-

modity network interface cards (NICs) has made the IEEE 802.11 medium access 

control (MAC) protocol the de facto MAC protocol for wireless mobile ad-hoc net-

works, even though it is not optimal.  The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is designed to 

have stations share a single channel in a given network.  However, many of the IEEE 

802.11 physical (PHY) layer specifications define multiple channels and allow the 

simultaneous, non-interfering use of some of these channels.  Therefore, multiple 

communications can occur at the same time, offering the opportunity to increase the 

effective network capacity.

We present an innovative routing protocol that utilizes multiple channels to im-

prove the performance of wireless ad-hoc networks.  The basic idea of the protocol is 

to use multiple channels so that multiple useful transmissions can occur simultane-
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ously, thus increasing network capacity.  The proposed scheme requires minor 

changes to existing proactive ad-hoc routing protocols and no modifications to the 

current IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol.  To reduce inefficiencies due to periodic updates 

in the proactive routing protocols, the proposed scheme divides the network layer into 

control and data planes.  Nodes send routing updates using the control channel and 

user packets using the data channel. 

To demonstrate the multi-channel routing scheme, we extend the Destination-

Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV), Open Shortest Path First-Minimal Connected 

Dominating Set (OSPF-MCDS), and Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol 

to multiple channel (MC) versions, denoted as DSDV-MC, OSPF-MCDS-MC, and 

OLSR-MC, respectively.  Simulation results for DSDV-MC, OSPF-MCDS-MC, and 

OLSR-MC are presented and experimental results for OLSR-MC are presented.  

Simulation results indicate that DSDV-MC and OSPF-MCDS-MC effectively exploit 

multiple channels to improve network capacity.  Goodput, the throughput consider-

ing only useful error-free packets, increases with an increased number of available 

channels as the number of nodes and network load increase in both single-hop and 

multiple-hop networks.  Experimental results with OLSR-MC also support that the 

proposed scheme increases network capacity without modification to the MAC proto-

col in a real implementation. 

Although simulation and experimental results show that proposed scheme im-

proves network capacity by exploiting multiple channels, problems exist with channel 

distribution.  We introduce a new metric, the Channel Distribution Index (CDI) to in-

vestigate these issues.  The CDI indicates the fairness of the channel distribution.  

We identify the channel convergence problem, where a particular channel is over-
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utilized, and propose a channel reallocation scheme to mitigate the impact of the 

channel convergence problem using the CDI. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

 
Wireless mobile ad-hoc networks consist of a collection of peer mobile nodes that form a 

network and are capable of communicating with each other without help from stationary 

infrastructure such as access points.  Nodes within each other’s radio range communi-

cate directly via wireless links, while out-of-range nodes use other nodes as intermediate 

routers to forward packets through multiple-hop routing.  Such mobile ad-hoc networks 

are useful in any situation where temporary or rapid network formation is needed, such 

as in response to a natural disaster, on the battlefield, or in a conferencing scenario.  The 

mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) concept is also important in realizing multi-hop mesh 

networks, such as for cost-effective metropolitan wireless network deployments. 

Multi-hop ad-hoc wireless networks have several characteristics that differ from 

traditional wired networks.  First, any collection of capable nodes within transmission 

range can form a network and start communicating after a synchronization process since 

ad-hoc networks do not require an access point or other infrastructure.  Second, wireless 

channel capacity is a scarce and shared resource.  As described in the IEEE 802.11 

standard [1], the wireless medium does not have absolute or easily observable boundaries 
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that limit the reception of transmitted frames and the wireless channel is not protected 

from outside signals.  In addition, communication over a wireless medium is signifi-

cantly less reliable than over a wired medium and has time-varying and asymmetric 

propagation properties.  Third, the network topology can change dynamically due to the 

movement of mobile nodes, which may lead to sudden packet losses and delays and the 

need to establish new routes.  Finally, mobile nodes often have limited energy resources 

since they are usually powered by batteries [1]. 

The availability of low-cost, commodity network interface cards (NICs) has made 

the IEEE 802.11 medium access control (MAC) protocol the de facto MAC protocol for 

wireless mobile ad-hoc networks, even though it is not optimal.  The IEEE 802.11 

MAC protocol utilizes carrier-sense multiple access with collision avoidance 

(CSMA/CA) and channel reservation via the Network Allocation Vector (NAV).  The 

IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is designed to have stations share a single channel in a given 

network.  The various IEEE 802.11 physical (PHY) layer protocols do allow separate 

networks to use different channels, but the MAC layer uses a single logical channel pro-

vided by the PHY.  Since a single channel is used for a network, the MAC protocol is 

likely to face significant throughput degradation as the number of active nodes and the 

load increases.  An important performance limitation is the so-called “exposed termi-

nal” problem where concurrent transmissions cannot take place when two senders hear 

each other, even though the respective receivers do not hear any node other than their 

associated sender [2].  In addition, collisions and the associated backoff scheme in the 

IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol can waste bandwidth as traffic increases.  Since tight syn-

chronization is not practical in a large-scale multi-hop ad-hoc network, backoff delays 

are likely to be unsynchronized and a medium can be idle if all contending nodes are in 
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the backoff period. 

Many of the IEEE 802.11 PHY specifications define multiple channels and allow 

the simultaneous, non-interfering use of some of these channels.  For example, the 

IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11g PHY standards provide three orthogonal channels.  

Twelve orthogonal channels are available in the IEEE 802.11a PHY standard.  There-

fore, multiple communications can occur at the same time to improve effective network 

capacity.  The challenge, however, is to allow a single ad-hoc network to use the sepa-

rate channels provided a PHY layer simultaneously in an efficient manner to increase 

effective capacity [3]. 

Several advantages are expected using multiple channels in wireless ad-hoc net-

works, such as increased throughput, reduced propagation delay, and the provision of 

additional services using multiple channels.  In this dissertation, a new routing protocol 

is proposed to use multiple channels, e.g., realized at different frequencies, in a wireless 

multi-hop ad-hoc network by equipping nodes with multiple NICs.  A complete multi-

channel wireless ad-hoc network architecture requires topology discovery, traffic profil-

ing, channel assignment, and routing [4]. 

The proposed proactive routing protocols, DSDV-MC, OSPF-MCDS-MC, and 

OLSR-MC, extensions of DSDV [5], OSPF-MCDS [6], and OLSR [7] respectively, pro-

vide not only a routing mechanism, but also a method to gather channel information to 

enable efficient channel assignment.  One of the available channels is dedicated to con-

trol messages and the remaining one or more channels are used for data transfers.  We 

consider in detail the case where each host is equipped with two transceivers, so that a 

host can listen on the control and data channel concurrently.  Hosts exchange routing 
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messages, which include channel information through the control channel.  We perform 

simulation experiments for both single-hop and multiple-hop networks to study perform-

ance and to verify the operation of the proposed protocol.  Simulation results indicate 

that the proposed routing protocols provide the benefits of using multiple channels with-

out modification to the current IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol.  We also show that routing 

overhead is not significant because nodes use the common control channel to advertise 

routing information. 

To verify the multi-channel routing scheme based on simulation results from 

DSDV-MC and OSPF-MCDS-MC, we extend the OLSR routing protocol to a multi-

channel version, OLSR-MC and perform the experimental validation.  The experimen-

tal results show that the network saturation point increases as the number of channel in-

creases.  In other words, network capacity increases as the number of channels increases.  

We also show that the number of routing messages with the multi-channel scheme is 

close to the single-channel case, although OLSR-MC requires additional overhead to ad-

vertise channel information as well as routing information. 

Utilization of multiple channels in ad-hoc networks provides the benefits of in-

creasing network capacity and increasing efficiency by reducing the probability of colli-

sions.  Multi-channel schemes are becoming more attractive as the cost of transceivers 

decreases and the capacity requirements for potential ad-hoc network applications in-

crease.  However, channel assignment mechanisms may distribute channels unfairly to 

different nodes, thus leading to inefficient use of available capacity and creating system 

bottlenecks.  For this context, we present a new metric to explore channel distribution in 

multi-channel wireless ad-hoc networks.  The approach lets each node measure the fair-
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ness of channel distribution among neighboring nodes.  Most prior work on multi-

channel schemes focuses on the channel assignment (CA) problem and multi-channel 

multiple access control (MAC) protocols.  Our proposed channel distribution index 

(CDI) measures the fairness of channel distribution and indicates the dynamic channel 

distribution among neighboring nodes.  The proposed metric for multi-channel wireless 

ad-hoc networks can be used to evaluate the fairness of CA and MAC schemes and, in 

the future, to improve their efficiency. 

To lessen the unfairness of channel distribution we propose a channel reallocation 

scheme.  The channel reallocation scheme enables nodes to adapt to changes of the 

channel distribution according to the network topology and traffic characteristics.  A 

node with the channel reallocation scheme enabled determines the channel unfairness 

through the channel distribution index (CDI) in a periodic manner.  The reference index 

is used as a metric to judge fairness of channel resource allocation. 

The remaining chapters are organized as follows.  Chapter 2 presents background 

and summarizes past work.  Chapter 3 defines problems related to using multiple chan-

nels and presents our approach.  The new proactive routing protocols for multi-channel 

environment are presented in Chapter 4.  The channel distribution problem and new 

metrics for multi-channel networks are discussed in Chapter 5.  Simulation results are 

presented and discussed in Chapter 6.  Implementation and experimental results that 

verify our multi-channel routing protocol are summarized in Chapter 7.  Last, we sum-

marize the results, cite our contributions, and discuss future research topics in Chapter 8.  

In addition, Appendix A has the list of acronyms, Appendix B presents the loadable ker-

nel module for the virtual interface module, and Appendix C describes the calculation of 
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optimal data rate in 802.11b. 

  



 

7 

Chapter 2  Background and Related Work 

 

 
This chapter discusses the IEEE 802.11 standard and introduces wireless mobile ad-hoc 

networks that use the MAC and PHY layers of IEEE 802.11.  It also describes examples 

of routing protocols that can support mobile ad-hoc networks.  Routing protocols are 

characterized as being reactive or proactive.  DSDV [5], OSPFMCDS [6], and OLSR [7], 

three proactive routing protocols are described in detail.

We define some terms before we use them in this document.  A node or STA is a 

basic hardware/software unit in the network that has the capability to forward packets 

based on its local routing table.  Examples include nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 2.1.  

A host is another basic unit in the network that may attach to or act as a node.  A host 

can be either the source or the sink of a data flow in the network.  In the example shown 

in Figure 2.1, two nodes, node 1 and node 4, are hosts in the example network.  Net-

work components refer to hosts and nodes in a network.  A node M is said to be a 

neighbor of another node, say N, if there is a bidirectional link between M and N.  We 

can also say that node M and N are neighbors.  For example, node 2 and node 3 in Fig-
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ure 2.1 are neighbors, and node 3 and node 4 are also neighbors.  A route or path is a 

sequence of nodes connecting two end hosts within which any two adjacent nodes in the 

route or path are neighbors.  For example, in Figure 2.1, a path between node 1 and 

node 4 contains node 2 and node 3. 

Node 2 Node 3

Node 1 Node 4

 

Figure 2.1: An illustration of terms used in this dissertation. 

A node can be equipped with multiple NICs to access multiple radio channels.  

This configuration can provide separation of two main types of traffic in the wireless 

domain.  While nodes can exchange routing and configuration information using one 

radio channel, nodes can transmit data out on a different radio channel.  A channel, also 

referred to as a transmission channel, is a transmission path between two directly con-

nected nodes in a network over which frames can be transmitted.  A radio channel is a 

band of adjacent frequencies having sufficient bandwidth to permit its use for radio com-

munication. 

2.1  The IEEE 802.11 Standard 

The IEEE 802.11 standard covers the MAC and PHY layers.  In 1997, the IEEE adopted 

IEEE Standard 802.11-1997, the Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) standard [1].  
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This standard defines the MAC and PHY layers for a local area network (LAN) with 

wireless connectivity.  It addresses local area networking where the connected devices 

communicate over the air to other devices that are within close proximity to each other.  

The industry group Wireless Ethernet Compatibility Alliance (WECA) certifies its mem-

bers' equipment as conforming to the IEEE 802.11b standard (and, recently, other speci-

fications and standards) and enables compliant hardware to be certified as “Wi-Fi com-

patible.”  This is an attempt to guarantee intercompatibility between thousands of de-

vices from hundreds of vendors.  The original IEEE 802.11 standard defines a single 

MAC that interacts with three physical layers; frequency hopping spread spectrum 

(FHSS) in the 2.4-GHz band, direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) in the 2.4-GHz 

band, and infrared (IR) [1]. 

The IEEE 802.11 wireless medium has the following characteristics.  The IEEE 

802.11 wireless medium has neither absolute nor readily observable boundaries outside 

of which nodes with conformant PHY transceivers are known to be unable to receive 

network frames.  The wireless medium is unprotected from outside signals and has time-

varying and asymmetric propagation properties.  In addition, the communication over 

the IEEE 802.11 wireless medium significantly is less reliable than a wired medium.  In 

terms of capacity, high-capacity wireless networks can be realized by assigning a single 

wide-band channel or by using multiple narrow-band channels.  The IEEE 802.11 stan-

dard adopts the former approach in that it defines the MAC operations for a single chan-

nel.  Mobile nodes in IEEE 802.11 often have limited energy resources since they are 

usually battery powered.  Hence, power management is an important consideration and 

it affects the design of protocols. 
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2.1.1  MAC Layer 

The MAC layer in the IEEE 802.11 standard defines two different access methods, the 

Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and Point Coordination Function (PCF).  The 

PCF is the basis for contention-free access to the wireless medium.  Contention-free ac-

cess is a centrally controlled, token-based scheme, where access points provide the "to-

ken" function.  The PCF is restricted to infrastructure networks where an access point 

(AP) is present and mobile nodes communicate through the AP.  Therefore, PCF cannot 

be used in ad-hoc networks.  The basic access mechanism, DCF, is a CSMA/CA mecha-

nism.  Channel Access Method (CAM) protocols are well known, the most popular be-

ing Ethernet, which uses a carrier-sensing multiple access (CSMA) with collision detec-

tion (CSMA/CD) protocol [1, 8]. 

The CSMA protocol works as follows.  A node desiring to transmit senses the 

medium.  If the medium is busy, i.e., some other node is transmitting, the node defers its 

transmission to a later time.  If the node senses the medium as being free, the node 

transmits.  These kinds of protocols are effective when the medium is not heavily loaded, 

since it allows nodes to transmit with minimum delay.  However, there is always a 

chance of two or more nodes simultaneously sensing the medium as free and transmitting 

at the same time, causing a collision.  These collisions should be identified so that the 

MAC layer can retransmit the packets, as retransmission by upper layers would often 

cause significant delay.  While collision detection is possible in a wired connection, it 

cannot be used for a wireless LAN.   

In order to overcome this limitation, 802.11 uses Collision Avoidance (CA) 

mechanism coupled with a positive acknowledgement scheme as following.  A node 
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wanting to transmit senses the medium.  If the medium is busy, it defers transmission.  

If the medium is free for a specified time, as defined by the Distributed Inter-Frame 

Space (DIFS), the node is allowed to transmit [1, 8]. 

A receiving node checks the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code of the received 

packet and sends an acknowledgment (ACK) packet.  Receipt of the ACK indicates to 

the transmitter that no collision occurred.  If the sender does not receive the ACK, it re-

transmits the frame until it receives the ACK or until it reaches a set number of maxi-

mum retransmissions, at which point the sender discards the packet (with possible later 

retransmission by the transport layer).  According to the IEEE 802.11 standard, a maxi-

mum of seven retransmissions are allowed before the frame is dropped [1, 8]. 

To reduce the probability of two nodes colliding due to not hearing each other, 

which is the well known “hidden node problem,” the IEEE 802.11 standard defines a vir-

tual carrier sensing (CS) mechanism.  A node wanting to transmit a data packet first 

transmits a short control packet called a Request-To-Send (RTS) packet.  This packet 

includes the source, destination, and duration of the intended packet stream and ACK 

transaction.  The destination node responds, if the medium is free, with a response con-

trol packet called a Clear-To-Send (CTS), which includes the same duration information 

[1, 8]. 

All other nodes receiving either the RTS and/or the CTS set their virtual CS indica-

tors, the Network Allocation Vector (NAV), for the given duration and use this informa-

tion together with the physical CS when sensing the medium.  The physical layer carrier 

sensing function is referred to as Clear Channel Assessment (CCA).  The state of the 

NAV is checked in conjunction with the CCA to determine the current state of the me-
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dium.  This mechanism reduces the probability of a collision caused by a node that is 

“hidden” from the transmitter (and, thus, cannot hear the RTS or data packet), but is 

within radio range of the receiver.  The “hidden” node would overhear the CTS and then 

“reserve” the medium as busy until the end of the transaction.  The duration information 

of the RTS also protects the transmitter’s area from collisions during the ACK (from 

nodes that are out of range of the acknowledging node).  It should also be noted that be-

cause RTS and CTS are short frames, the mechanism can also reduce the overhead added 

by collisions.  This is due to the short transmissions allowing for faster recognition of 

collisions than would be possible for the transmission of an entire packet [1, 8]. 

2.1.2  Types of Networks 

The basic building block of an IEEE 802.11 network is the Basic Service Set (BSS), 

which is simply a group of nodes that communicate with each other.  Communications 

take place within a basic service area, defined by the propagation characteristics of the 

wireless medium.  When a node is in the basic service area, it can communicate with the 

other members of the BSS [1, 8]. 

2.1.2.1 Infrastructure Networks 

Infrastructure networks, as illustrated in Figure 2.2, are distinguished by the use of an 

access point.  Access points are used for all communications in infrastructure networks, 

including communication between mobile nodes in the same service area.  If a mobile 

node in an infrastructure BSS needs to communicate with a second mobile node, the 

communication must take two hops.  First, the originating mobile node transfers the 

frame to the access point.  Second, the access point transfers the frame to the destination 
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node.  With all communications relayed through an access point, the basic service area 

corresponding to an infrastructure BSS is defined by the points in which transmissions 

from the access point can be received.  Although the multi-hop transmission takes more 

transmission capacity than a directed frame from the sender to the receiver, it has two 

major advantages. 

1. An infrastructure BSS is defined by the distance from the access point.  All mo-

bile nodes are required to be within reach of the access point, but no restriction is 

placed on the distance between mobile nodes themselves.  Allowing direct 

communication between mobile nodes would save transmission capacity, but at 

the cost of increased physical layer complexity because mobile nodes would need 

to maintain neighbor relationships with all other mobile nodes within the service 

area. 

2. Access points in infrastructure networks are in a position to assist nodes with 

some functions, such as attempting to save power or use security functions.  Ac-

cess points can detect when a node enters a power-saving mode and then buffer 

frames for it.  Battery-operated nodes can turn the wireless transceiver off and 

power it up only to transmit and retrieve buffered frames from the access point.  

Access points also provide a location for node authentication and access control. 

In an infrastructure network, nodes must associate with an access point to obtain 

network services.  Association is the process by which a mobile node joins an IEEE 

802.11 network; it is logically equivalent to plugging in the network cable on an Ethernet.  

It is not a symmetric process.  Mobile nodes always initiate the association process and 

access points may choose to grant or deny access based on the contents of an association 
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request.  Associations are also exclusive on the part of the mobile node; a mobile node 

can be associated with only one access point.  The IEEE 802.11 standard places no limit 

on the number of mobile nodes that an access point may serve.  Implementation consid-

erations may limit the number of mobile nodes an access point may serve.  In practice, 

however, the relatively low throughput of wireless networks is far more likely to limit the 

number of nodes placed on a wireless network [1, 8]. 

 

Access
Point

Access
Point

 

Figure 2.2: Example of an infrastructure network. 

2.1.2.2 Independent Networks 

Nodes in an Independent BSS (IBSS) communicate directly with each other and, thus, 

must be within direct communication range.  The smallest possible IEEE 802.11 net-

work is an IBSS with two nodes.  Typically, IBSSs are composed of a small number of 

nodes set up for a specific purpose and for a short period.  One common use is to create 

a short-lived network to support a single meeting in a conference room.  As the meeting 

begins, the participants create an IBSS to share data.  When the meeting ends, the IBSS 

is dissolved.  Due to their short duration, small size, and focused purpose, IBSSs are 
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sometimes referred to as ad-hoc BSSs or ad-hoc networks [1, 8]. 

 

Figure 2.3: Example of an independent basic service set network. 

2.1.2.3 Extended Service Areas 

BSSs can create coverage in small offices and homes, but they cannot provide network 

coverage to larger areas.  IEEE 802.11 allows wireless networks of arbitrarily large size 

to be created by linking BSSs to form an Extended Service Set (ESS).  An ESS is cre-

ated by chaining BSSs together with a backbone network.  IEEE 802.11 does not spec-

ify a particular backbone technology; it requires only that the backbone provide a speci-

fied set of services.  In practice, Ethernet is commonly used as the backbone network 

technology. 

Nodes within the same ESS may communicate with each other, even though these 

nodes may be in different basic service areas and may even be moving between basic 

service areas.  For nodes in an ESS to communicate with each other, the wireless me-

dium must act like a single layer 2 connection.  Access points act as bridges, so direct 

communication between nodes in an ESS requires that the backbone network also be a 

layer 2 connection. Any link layer connection will suffice.  Several access points in a 

single area may be connected to a single hub or switch or they can use virtual LANs 
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(VLANs) if the link-layer connection must span a large area.  IEEE 802.11 supplies 

link-layer mobility within an ESS, but only if the backbone network is a single link-layer 

domain, such as a shared Ethernet or a VLAN.  This important constraint on mobility is 

often a major factor in IEEE 802.11 network design.  Extended service areas are the 

highest-level abstraction supported by the IEEE 802.11 standard.  Access points in an 

ESS operate in concert to allow the outside world to use a single MAC address to talk to 

a node somewhere within the ESS [1, 8].  

AP2AP2 AP3AP3

BSS 1
BSS 2

BSS 3

RouterRouter Inte rnetInte rnet

AP1AP1

 

Figure 2.4: Example of an extended service set (adapted from [8]). 

2.2 Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) Routing Protocols 

The routing mechanisms designed for wired networks are not adequate for ad-hoc net-

works due to their dynamic topology.  To enable transmission between sender and re-

ceiver, the density of nodes should be high enough to provide connectivity [9].  Multi-

hop routing protocols face the following two challenges.  First, finding and choosing a 
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path from the source node to the destination node, given no initial information, is com-

plex and requires some form of global flooding of the network.  Second, nodes in an ad-

hoc network are mobile and communication is unstable.  As a result, it is costly to 

gather routing information and such information can become quickly out of date.  

MANET routing protocols to address these challenges have been the subject of a sub-

stantial amount of research over the past ten years or so.  In general, these routing pro-

tocols for wireless ad-hoc networks can be classified as being either proactive (table-

driven) or reactive (on-demand) [10]. 

2.2.1  Reactive Routing Protocols 

Reactive routing protocols, such as the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [11] and Ad-hoc 

On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [12] routing protocols, are source-initiated on-

demand routing protocols.  This type of routing protocol creates routes only when re-

quested by the source node.  When a node requires a route to a destination, it initiates a 

route discovery process within the network.  This process is completed once a route is 

found or all possible route permutations have been examined.  Once a route is estab-

lished, it is maintained by a route maintenance procedure either until the destination be-

comes inaccessible along every path from the source or until the route is no longer 

needed.  This approach can adjust quickly to route changes and does not introduce over-

head for periodic control messages when routes are cached or when the network is idle.  

However, discovering a new route “from scratch” on demand is costly and bad routes are 

detected at the cost of packet drops. 
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2.2.2  Proactive Routing Protocols 

Proactive routing protocols, such as the Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) 

[5], the Topology Broadcast Based on Reverse-Path Forwarding (TBRPF) [13] routing 

protocols, Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [7], and Open Shortest Path First with 

Minimum Connected Dominating Sets (OSPF-MCDS) [14], maintain up-to-date routing 

information using periodic control messages.  Therefore, proactive routing protocols are 

ready to exchange packets at anytime.  Each node using a proactive routing algorithm 

maintains one or more tables to store routing information and responds to changes in 

network topology by propagating updates throughout the network to maintain a consis-

tent view of the network.  The areas in which different protocols vary are the number of 

necessary routing-related tables and the methods by which nodes disseminate changes in 

network structure. 

While this approach does not require global route discovery broadcasts, there are 

two main disadvantages.  First, even when the network is idle, proactive protocols ex-

hibit a certain amount of overhead for control messages.  Second, proactive protocols 

are relatively slow to adjust to topology changes.  To try to leverage the attractive fea-

tures of both proactive and reactive routing protocols, hybrid protocols, such as SHARP 

[15], are proposed.  Hybrid protocols use a proactive algorithm within local clusters of 

nodes and a reactive algorithm between clusters. 

2.2.2.1 Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) Protocol 

DSDV [5] is a table-driven protocol based on the classical Bellman-Ford routing algo-

rithm [16].  The improvements made to the Bellman-Ford algorithm include freedom 
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from loops in routing tables [5, 10].  Every mobile node in the network maintains a 

routing table that records all possible destinations within the network and the number of 

hops to each destination.  Each entry is marked with a sequence number assigned by the 

destination node.  The sequence numbers enable the mobile nodes to distinguish stale 

routes from new ones, thereby avoiding the formation of routing loops.  Nodes periodi-

cally transmit routing table updates throughout the network to maintain consistent tables.  

To help alleviate the potentially large amount of network traffic that such updates can 

generate, route updates can employ two possible types of messages.  The first is known 

as a “full dump.”  This type of message carries all available routing information and can 

require multiple Network Protocol Data Units (NPDUs).  During periods of occasional 

movement, these messages are transmitted infrequently.  Smaller “incremental” mes-

sages are broadcast to provide only that information which has changed since the last full 

dump.  Each of these messages should fit into a standard size NPDU, thereby decreas-

ing the amount of traffic generated.  The mobile nodes maintain an additional table 

where they store the data sent in the incremental routing information messages [5, 10]. 

New route broadcasts contain the address of the destination, the number of hops to 

reach the destination, the sequence number of the information received regarding the 

destination, as well as a new sequence number unique to the broadcast.  The route la-

beled with the most recent sequence number is always used.  In the event that two up-

dates have the same sequence number, the route with the smaller metric is used to opti-

mize (shorten) the path.  Nodes also keep track of the settling time of routes, or the 

weighted average time that routes to a destination will fluctuate before the route with the 

best metric is received.  By delaying the broadcast of a routing update by the length of 

the settling time, nodes can reduce network traffic and optimize routes by eliminating 
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those broadcasts that would occur if a better route was discovered in the near future [5, 

10]. 

2.2.2.2 Open Shortest Path First with Minimum Connected Dominating Sets 
(OSPF-MCDS) Protocol 

The OSPF-MCDS routing protocol [6] is a table-driven, or proactive, protocol and regu-

larly exchanges topology information with other nodes in network.  The nodes selected 

as relay nodes form a Minimum Connected Dominating Set (MCDS) and only MCDS 

nodes rebroadcast control messages to reduce overhead of broadcast.  Link state infor-

mation is propagated through the network via MCDS nodes so that all nodes in network 

keep identical topology information.  Dijkstra’s algorithm [17] can be used to determine 

the shortest path to the destination.  MCDS nodes are selected based on a heuristic algo-

rithm and, as a set, cover all nodes in a network.  Therefore, all nodes are guaranteed to 

receive propagated link state information via the MCDS nodes.  The MCDS is used as 

the relay node set to replace the designated router concept used in the Open Shortest Path 

First (OSPF) routing protocol [6, 14, 18], which is widely used in traditional wired net-

works. 

Nodes periodically broadcast HELLO messages to detect new neighbors and a 

time-out scheme is used to find expired neighbors if there is no HELLO message re-

ceived from a neighbor for a certain period of time.  OSPF-MCDS uses differential 

HELLO messages, which only include the Internet Protocol (IP) addresses of new 

neighbors.  If the received HELLO message does not contain the receiver’s node ID 

(Identifier), the sender’s node ID is included in the receiver’s next HELLO message.  

Otherwise, the receiver detects a new bi-directional link.  In this case, if the sender has a 
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larger node ID, the sender’s IP address will be included in the next HELLO message.  If 

the sender has a smaller node ID, the receiver sends a Link UP Link State Description 

(LSD) message if there is no Link Database Description (LDD) message to be sent soon.  

After a two-way link is established between two neighbors, the neighbors’ IP addresses 

are excluded from the HELLO messages. 

Generally, when a new link comes up, the neighbor node with the largest ID sets 

the sequence number and sends a LSD message to declare the corresponding Link UP 

event.  When an old link goes down, both end nodes inform other nodes about the Link 

DOWN event by sending a LSD message.  Note that in the case of a link coming up, a 

neighboring node does not send the LSD message if there are only two nodes in its link 

state database.  In other words, all known nodes in the network have the knowledge of 

this new link and there is no need to broadcast it.  Similarly, in the case of a link down 

event, a neighboring node of that link does not send a LSD message if there is no 

neighboring node in its neighbor list.  Note that if a period LDD message is going to be 

sent soon, the LSD Link UP message is not generated or forwarded.  If the LSD de-

scribes a link down event, it is forwarded by MCDS nodes to guarantee that no node uses 

this broken link in its shortest path tree.  In the case of a link state change, the shortest 

paths to all destinations are recalculated [6]. 

There is a counter associated with the HELLO protocol.  When a HELLO mes-

sage is sent, the counter is increased by one.  When the counter reaches a predefined 

maximum value, say three, the counter is reset and the node also sends a periodic broad-

cast of its local link state database.  When the counter is one less than the predefined 

maximum value, the node is going to broadcast link state database “soon.”  In this case, 
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there is no LSD Link UP message to be forwarded or sent by this node because the LSD 

Link UP message is included in the next periodic control message scheduled in a short 

time [6]. 

An MCDS node broadcasts its neighbor list and full copy of its local link state da-

tabases using LDD messages.  MCDS nodes also increase the sequence numbers of 

neighboring edges that connect to neighbors with small IDs.  Note that a neighbor node 

is not added into the LDD message if the counter for that neighbor is one less than the 

maximum allowed missing HELLO messages.  Similarly, if the counter for an edge is 

one less than the maximum allowed missing synchronization, this edge is excluded from 

the corresponding LDD message.  When a node receives an LDD message, the sequence 

number of each link state description in this message is checked with the local copy.  If 

the received message has a later (higher) sequence number, the local link state is updated.  

If there is no local copy for one link entry, this link is considered a new link and proc-

essed as if a LSD Link UP message is received. 

Similar to the counter used for neighbors, there is also a counter for each edge.   

If an edge is refreshed by a LDD message, i.e., the received link state entry is more re-

cent than the local copy, the counter is reset to zero.  Each time when a node generates a 

periodic broadcast message, the counters for all edges are increased by one.  If the 

counter for a link reaches the maximum allowed value, this edge expires in the local link 

state database.  If any link expires before the generation of the next broadcast message, 

the MCDS is re-selected and the shortest paths to all possible destinations are re-

calculated [6]. 
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2.2.2.3 Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) Protocol 

OLSR is a proactive routing protocol for mobile ad hoc networks, i.e., it regularly ex-

changes topology information with other nodes in the network.  The protocol inherits 

the stability of a link state algorithm and has the advantage of having routes immediately 

available when needed due to its proactive nature.  OLSR is an optimization over the 

classical link state protocol, tailored for mobile ad hoc networks [7]. 

OLSR minimizes the overhead from flooding of control traffic by using only se-

lected nodes, called multipoint relays (MPR), to retransmit control messages.  Each 

node selects a set of its neighbor nodes as MPR.  Only nodes selected MPRs are re-

sponsible for forwarding control traffic intended for propagation to the entire network.  

MPRs provide an efficient mechanism for flooding control traffic by reducing the num-

ber of transmissions required.  MPR nodes also have a special responsibility when de-

claring link state information in the network.  Indeed, the only requirement for OLSR to 

provide shortest path routes to all destinations is that MPR nodes declare link state in-

formation for their MPR selectors.  Additional available link state information may be 

utilized, e.g., for redundancy [7].  

Nodes that have been selected as multipoint relays by at least one neighbor node 

announce this information periodically in their control messages.  Thus, a node an-

nounces to the network that it can reach nodes that have selected it as an MPR.  In route 

determination, the MPRs are used to form the route from a given node to any destination 

in the network.  Furthermore, OLSR uses the MPRs to facilitate efficient flooding of 

control messages in the network.  A node selects MPRs from among its one-hop 

neighbors with symmetric, i.e., bi-directional, links.  Therefore, selecting the route 
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through MPRs automatically avoids the problems associated with data packet transfer 

over unidirectional links, such as not getting link layer acknowledgments for data pack-

ets at each hop for link layers employing this technique for unicast traffic.  The protocol 

is particularly well suited for large and dense networks, as the optimization done using 

MPRs works well in this context.  The larger and more dense a network, the more opti-

mization can be achieved as compared to the classic link state algorithm. [7]. 

OLSR is designed to work in a completely distributed manner and does not depend 

on any central entity.  The protocol does nor require reliable transmission of control 

messages; each node sends control messages periodically and can, therefore, sustain a 

reasonable loss of some such messages.  Such losses occur frequently in radio networks 

due to collisions or other transmission problems. 

Also, OLSR does not require sequenced delivery of messages.  Each control mes-

sage contains a sequence number that is incremented for each message.  Thus, the re-

cipient of a control message can, if required, easily identify which information is more 

recent even if messages have been re-ordered while in transmission. 

2.3  Related Work 

There have been many research efforts focusing on multi-channel schemes for ad-hoc 

networks in the past few years.  Multi-channel schemes can be broadly categorized ac-

cording to the different layer’s perspective, MAC versus Network layer.  Prior research 

on multi-channel MAC protocols is based on IEEE 802.11.  Most proposed multi-

channel MAC protocol schemes require modifications to IEEE 802.11’s MAC mecha-

nism, and, therefore, cannot be deployed using commodity hardware. 
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In contrast, prior research from the network layer’s perspective is performed to 

make use of standard IEEE 802.11 interfaces.  These two approaches are described be-

low.  Following the MAC and network layer schemes, the channel assignment schemes 

are discussed.  Channel assignment is the one of the key factors for a complete multi-

channel wireless ad-hoc network architecture and should be distributed due to the ad-hoc 

nature of the networks of interest. 

2.3.1  MAC Approaches 

Previously proposed multi-channel MAC schemes require changes to the MAC and new 

hardware.  For synchronization and communication between nodes, nodes need to share 

control messages among nodes for the channel reservation or negotiation.  Neighboring 

nodes might use a common control channel or a common time period to exchange con-

trol information.  We categorize the related research on MAC layer approaches accord-

ing to the number of transceivers. 

2.3.1.1 Single Transceiver Approaches 

Since only a single transceiver is used by each node for this scheme, the cost and com-

patibility are the primary advantages compared to multiple transceiver approaches.  

Only one channel is active at a time from each node since a single transceiver is used,  

and different nodes communicate through different channels simultaneously to increase 

network capacity.  Coordination of channel synchronization between nodes is required 

under this situation. 

Chen, Sheu, and Yang [3] proposed a new CSMA based protocol, called the Multi-

channel Access Protocol (MAP), to support parallel transmissions by a single transceiver 
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in IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc WLANs.  The channel access is partitioned as two alternative 

and non-overlapping time intervals:  the Contention Reservation Interval (CRI) and the 

Contention Free Interval (CFI).  Mobile nodes use a dedicated contention channel to 

contend with other nodes to reserve data slots.  All of the other channels serve perma-

nently as data channels.  During CRI, nodes contend to exchange RTS and CTS frames 

with channel information.  The successful sender and receiver switch to one of available 

channels according to the Channel Scheduling Algorithm (CSA) and exchange packets 

during the CFI.  The interval information for CRI and CFI is delivered using the Beacon 

frame since all nodes in a network should share the interval information.  However, 

since beacon frames are delivered in a distributed manner in ad-hoc networks, it is hard 

for nodes to be correctly synchronized. 

Li, Haas, Sheng, and Chen [19] propose a modified IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol 

for multiple channels that includes a new channel-status indicator.  One channel is des-

ignated as the common control channel and the other channels are data channels.  Data 

packets and the associated acknowledgement packets are transmitted through the traffic 

channel.  Nodes exchange RTS and CTS frames with channel information through a 

common control channel to make the traffic channel reservation for transmission of data 

packets.  After successful exchange of channel negotiation, nodes change the working 

channel to the channel they negotiated.  Nodes reside on the common access control 

channel, except when they transmit data on one of the traffic channels.  Other nodes lis-

tening to the common control channel set their NAV and defer transmissions to the node 

that is transmitting or receiving.  Nodes are assumed to be equipped with half-duplex 

radio transceiver and it is assumed that the transceiver can be tuned to different channels.  

With a single transceiver, nodes must be synchronized to switch between the common 
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control channel and data channel at the correct time.  Otherwise, the hidden terminal 

problem can occur, so that nodes are not able to listen to the RTS/CTS exchange from 

other nodes.  This will break all functions of the proposed mechanism. 

Bahl, Chandra, and Dunagan [20] propose Slotted Seeded Channel Hopping, or 

SSCH, that increases the capacity of an IEEE 802.11 network by utilizing frequency di-

versity.  However, they change channel assignment in a fast time scale on a per-packet 

basis that may not work with existing commodity hardware.  Unlike other multi-

channel MAC scheme, SSCH does not require modifications to the IEEE 802.11 MAC 

itself since SSCH works on top of IEEE 802.11 MAC.  

Wiwatthanasaranrom and Phonphoem [21] propose a Multi-channel MAC 

(MMAC) protocol that utilizes multiple channels.  Each node in the protocol negotiates 

channel assignments during IEEE 802.11’s Announcement (Ad-hoc) Traffic Indication 

Message (ATIM) window, which occurs at a fixed time after the beacon.  The protocol 

requires only a single transceiver at each host and a separate common control channel.  

After successful channel negotiation during the ATIM window, nodes switch to the nego-

tiated channel and exchange messages on the channel for the rest of the beacon interval.  

Each host periodically sends out beacons to synchronize time in a distributed manner as 

in IEEE 802.11’s power saving mechanism.  However, the time multiplexed control 

channel requires clock synchronization among all nodes in a network, which is difficult 

in large multiple-hop ad-hoc networks due to their dynamic nature. 

So and Vaidya [22] propose a MAC protocol that enables nodes to negotiate chan-

nels dynamically so that multiple communication flows can occur in the same region si-

multaneously.  The main idea of this work is the same as Wiwatthanasaranrom and 
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Phonphoem’s scheme [21] in that every node listens on a common channel to negotiate 

channels in the ATIM window at the start of each beacon interval. 

The MultiNet scheme proposed by Chandra, Bahl, and Bahl [23] facilitates simul-

taneous connections to multiple networks using different channels or different Service 

Set Identifiers (SSIDs) by “virtualizing” the single wireless card.  Application scenarios 

for MultiNet include bridging network infrastructure, ad-hoc networks, and increasing 

network range.  A limitation of the current IEEE 802.11 standard is that one node cannot 

interact with another node in a different network.  Further, a node in an ad-hoc network 

cannot interact with a node in an infrastructure network even though they use the same 

channel.  MultiNet enables a node to access multiple channels and networks simultane-

ously in a manner that is transparent to the user.  While the authors present a new archi-

tecture and algorithms that show how to access multiple channels and networks almost 

simultaneously, the issues regarding how to use multiple channels and networks for ad-

hoc multiple-hop networks are not discussed.  Switching algorithms are proposed to de-

termine how long a node stays at one channel among multiple possible channels.  How-

ever, these algorithms are based on one-hop information.  Thus, the MultiNet scheme 

should consider extensions or additional algorithms to account for multi-hop connections 

for multiple-hop networks. 

2.3.1.2 Multiple Transceiver MAC Approaches 

In this approach, a node has multiple transceivers each with its own MAC and physical 

layers.  Therefore, communications and accessing the medium in these transceivers are 

independent.  Since nodes are allowed to switch channels dynamically, coordination of 

channel synchronization and communication between nodes are necessary.  
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Hung, Law, and Leon-Garcia [24] propose a new MAC protocol, Dynamic Private 

Channel (DPC), which uses multiple channels in an ad-hoc network to solve two prob-

lems, connectivity and load balancing, while maintaining good performance.  These two 

potential problems can occur when current IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is applied to 

multi-channel environments.  DPC is connection oriented.  Two mobile nodes (trans-

mitter and receiver) negotiate the channel by exchanging RTS, Reply to RTS (RRTS), 

and CTS messages through a multicast Control Channel (CCH) before data exchange.  

Once a unicast Data Channel (DCH) is assigned to a transmitter-receiver pair, this chan-

nel is not shared anymore.  The communication ends either when they have no more 

data to exchange or when the reservation period expires.  As acknowledged in [24], the 

blocking effect in DPC has a significant impact on performance.  In addition, different 

blocking problems can occur if a node has multiple connections since a single transceiver 

is dedicated to a DCH. 

Jain, Das, and Nasipuri [25] propose a multi-channel CSMA MAC protocol, which 

uses one control channel and N data channels.  Nodes exchange control packets on the 

control channel to negotiate the best channel for the receiver’s data channel.  However, 

Jain, Das, and Nasipuri do not specify how many physical transceivers are required at a 

node.  Based on the assumption that nodes can simultaneously sense carrier on the en-

tire set of channels for incoming transmissions, it is implied (using existing technology) 

that N physical transceivers are requited at each node for N data channels.  This scheme 

significantly increases the hardware complexity.  In addition, since the destination node 

creates its own free-channel list by sensing the carrier on all data channels, the delay of 

changing channels is not negligible even though the delay in channel switching can be 

reduced using new technology [26]. 
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Wu, et al. [27] propose the Dynamic Channel Assignment (DCA) protocol, which 

assigns channels dynamically in an on-demand manner.  DCA assigns one channel for 

control messages and uses other channels for data.  Each host has two transceivers so 

that it can listen on the control and data channel simultaneously.  RTS and CTS frames 

are exchanged on the control channel and the data channel is assigned through the ex-

change of RTS and CTS messages.  This protocol does not require synchronization.  

However, as the number of available data channel increases, the bottleneck in the control 

channel due to per packet channel negotiation prevents full utilization of data channels. 

Pathamasuntharam, Das, and Gupta [28] propose the Primary Channel Assign-

ment-based MAC (PCAM) protocol, which is based on the use of primary channel as-

signment with three half-duplex transceivers per node.  The PCAM scheme does not 

require any dedicated control channel or complex synchronization.  The primary inter-

face serves as a means for other nodes to contact this node in its primary channel.  The 

secondary transceiver is used mainly for sending data and is not assigned any fixed 

channel.  In addition, a fixed common channel is assigned to the third transceiver to im-

plement broadcast messages.  In the proposed scheme, primary channel discovery, in-

stead of channel negotiation is required since primary channels are pre-assigned.  For 

the primary channel discovery, Pathamasunthara, Das, and Gupta propose a route discov-

ery scheme, as in AODV [12], using the broadcast channel. 

Adya, et al. [29] propose a MAC protocol called the Multi-radio Unification Pro-

tocol (MUP).  MUP coordinates the operation of multiple wireless transceivers tuned to 

non-overlapping frequency channels.  The goal of MUP is to optimize local spectrum 

usage via intelligent channel selection in a multi-hop wireless network.  MUP does not 
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require modifications to standards-compliant IEEE 802.11 hardware or higher-level pro-

tocols.  However, to utilize multiple channels fully available in a network, MUP requires 

the same number of the network interfaces in a node.  This scheme targets to support 

stationary wireless network since they assumed that nodes acting as routers are not mo-

bile.  Packet re-ordering is needed after NIC switching.  MUP relies on TCP (Transport 

Control Protocol) to handle this issue.  However, this will cause low end-to-end 

throughput in a multi-hop network. 

Zhai, et al. [30] propose a MAC protocol to address the inefficiency of the IEEE 

802.11 MAC protocol.  They identify four problems that cause dramatic performance 

degradation of the IEEE 802.11 MAC in multi-hop ad hoc networks, namely, the hidden 

terminal problem, the exposed terminal problem, the receiver blocking problem, and the 

intra-flow contention problem.  Their proposed dual-channel MAC protocol (DUCHA) 

utilizes dual channels for control packets and data packets.  DUCHA includes Negative 

CTS (NCTS) to solve the receiver blocking problem and an out-of-band receiver based 

busy tone is used to solve the hidden terminal problem. 

Kyasanur, Padhye, and Bahl [31] propose the Control Channel-based MAC Proto-

col (C2M) utilizing a sliver of unused spectrum in the lower frequency band as a low rate 

control channel to improve the capacity of infrastructure and multi-hop wireless net-

works.  They consider the scenario where the control and data channels may be in dif-

ferent frequency bands, and the ranges of the two channels are expected to be different.  

Specifically, the control channel is equipped with the lower frequency band and is ex-

pected to have longer transmission range.  The longer-range frequency control channel 

is expected to reduce the effect of hidden terminals on the data channel. 
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In another study, Deng, Han, and Haas [32] evaluate the maximum achievable 

throughput of split-channel MAC schemes as a function of the ratio of the bandwidths of 

the control sub-channel and the entire channel, and compare the results to that of the cor-

responding single-channel MAC schemes.  They conclude that splitting the bandwidth 

between a control and a data channel may not be beneficial, if the contention resolution 

duration is randomly distributed.  Therefore, the key difficulty with using a split-channel 

approach is appropriately splitting the available channel bandwidth between the control 

channel and the data channel.  In contrast, the primary motivation for using a control 

channel in our scheme is to utilize extra frequency bands, which does not require split-

ting an existing channel into multiple sub-channels. 

Yang and Vaidya [33] propose to use pipelining techniques to resolve conflicts be-

tween a short contention resolution stage and the possibility of collisions and to improve 

the performance of multiple access control in terms of channel utilization.  They divide 

the channel into two sub-channels:  a control channel and a data channel.  The control 

channel is used for the contention resolution procedure, i.e., random backoff and 

RTS/CTS handshakes, and data channel is used for DATA/ACK exchanges.  While the 

current packet is transmitting on the data channel, the contention resolution and 

RTS/CTS handshake for the next packet can proceed on the control channel. 

Tantra, Foh, and Lee [34] propose the out-of-band signaling technique to provides 

better bandwidth usage compared to the in-band signaling techniques.  Their effort is to 

provide better bandwidth usage compared to the in-band signaling technique in the exist-

ing scheme with the use of a separate low speed channel for signaling. 

Another approach using multiple transceivers is a single MAC with multiple 
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physical layers.  In this scheme, a NIC can include multiple parallel RF front-end chips 

and baseband processing modules to support several simultaneous channels.    On top 

of the physical layer, there is only one MAC layer to coordinate the functions of the 

physical multiple channels.  However, how to design an efficient MAC protocol for this 

type of physical layer platform is still an open research topic [35]. 

2.3.2  Network Layer Approaches 

Channel assignment and routing are key issues in network layer approaches. Multi-

channel schemes at the network layer should provide not only a routing mechanism, but 

also an efficient channel assignment method.  One of the primary advantages of a net-

work layer approach versus a MAC layer approach is to require no modifications to cur-

rent the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. 

Alicherry, Bhatia, and Li [38] mathematically formulate the joint channel assign-

ment and routing problem, taking into account interference constraints, the number of 

channels in the network, and the number of radios available at each mesh router in mesh 

networks.  Their research targets infrastructure mesh networks (IWMNs).  In IWMNs, 

topology change is infrequent and the variability of aggregate traffic demand from each 

mesh router (client traffic aggregation point) is small.  These characteristics allow peri-

odic optimization of the network that may be done by system management software 

based on traffic demand estimation. 

Tang, Xue, and Zhang [39] propose the interference-aware topology control and 

QoS routing in IEEE 802.11-based multi-channel wireless mesh networks.  They present 

the minimum Interference Survival Topology Control (INSTC) problem to find the chan-
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nel assignment for the given network such that the induced network topology has mini-

mum interference among all K-connected topologies.  They also present the Bandwidth-

Aware Routing (BAR) problem to find the routes for QoS connection with requested 

bandwidth requirements. 

So and Vaidya [40] propose a routing and channel assignment protocol for multi-

channel multi-hop networks that works for nodes equipped with a single NIC.   The pro-

tocol ensures that every node in the network has at least one route to an AP, while allow-

ing nodes to switch channels to associate with an AP with minimum load. 

Kyasanur and Vaidya [41] classify interface assignment strategies and propose a 

new interface assignment scheme that does not require modifications to IEEE 802.11.  

Their goal is to ensure that fixed interfaces of nodes in a neighborhood have better spa-

tial reuse.  While they propose a simple rule to utilize multiple interfaces and channels, 

the fixed interface may be overloaded while the switched interface is always idle if a 

node always receives but does not send.  They also identify routing heuristics that are 

suitable for use with the proposed interface assignment scheme. 

Draves, Padhye, and Zill [43] propose a new metric, Expected Transmission 

Time/Weighted Cumulative (ETT/WCETT), for multi-radio, multi-hop wireless net-

works that can be used for finding a high-throughput path between a source and a des-

tination.  They also present the Multi-Radio Link-Quality Source Routing (MR-

LQSR) protocol by incorporating this metric. 

Raniwala, Gopalan, and Chiueh [4] propose a multi-channel ad-hoc network archi-

tecture for wireless mesh networks.  They develop centralized channel assignment, 

bandwidth allocation, and routing algorithms for multi-channel wireless mesh networks.  
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The proposed scheme assumes that a virtual link is formed between any two nodes that 

are within communication range of each other.  However, a communication channel is 

required among nodes to build a virtual link.  Additionally, their algorithm is based on 

heuristics and the worst-case performance bound on its performance is not known [38]. 

Gong and Midkiff [44] propose a family of distributed channel assignment proto-

cols that combine routing with channel assignment.  A cross-layer approach is em-

ployed, and an example protocol that utilizes the AODV routing protocol is presented.  

They show that significantly lower communication, computation, and storage complexity 

than existing channel assignment schemes can be achieved because of the combination of 

channel assignment with routing. 

2.3.3  Channel Assignment Algorithms 

Channel assignment is the one of the key components of a complete multi-channel wire-

less ad-hoc network architecture [4, 76].  Channel assignment should be distributed due 

to the ad-hoc nature of the network.  Distributed channel assignment problems have 

been studied for decades, but remain challenging problems [46]. 

A channel assignment problem also occurs in cellular networks where, because of 

a limited number of channels, the available channels need to be re-used from cell-to-cell, 

while maintaining some minimum re-use distance.  This leads to the problem of channel 

allocation where each cell needs to be assigned certain channels based on its traffic and 

the channels that are used in nearby cells.  Various static and dynamic techniques have 

been proposed and used to solve this problem.  The asymmetry of mobile terminals ver-

sus base stations and communication between them in a cellular network makes the prob-
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lem substantially different from channel assignment in an ad- hoc network.  In a cellular 

network, all mobile devices communicate with their corresponding base station, while 

base station-to-base station communication is carried over a separate network. [37]. 

Hu [45] discusses different types of channel assignment schemes and analyzes the 

throughput of the different assignment schemes.  In addition, he explores the relation-

ship between Code-Division Multiple-Access (CDMA) code assignment problems and 

graph coloring.  Pair-wise Code Assignments (PCA) for multi-hop Packet Radio Net-

works (PRNs), which assigns a CDMA code to each edge node, is proposed.  Simulation 

experiments showed that a PCA system provides comparable throughput using fewer 

codes than a transmitter-based code assignment scheme. 

Kodialam and Nandagopal [48] propose a network model with conditions to verify 

the feasibility of rate vectors.  They also present two link channel assignment schemes, 

static and dynamic, to derive lower bounds on the achievable throughput. 

2.4  Summary 

In this chapter, we briefly introduced basic concepts related to wireless ad-hoc networks, 

including the MAC layer protocol defined by the IEEE 802.11 standard, network archi-

tectures, and routing protocols.  MANET routing protocols, specifically, reactive and 

proactive routing protocol were discussed, and three proactive protocols, DSDV, OSPF-

MCDS, and OLSR, were explained in detail. 

In spite of their disadvantages, proactive routing protocols maintain a consistent 

network view by propagating updates throughout the network.  The fact that every mo-
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bile node in the network maintains a routing table that records all possible destinations 

within the network motivates our research.   

Compared to previous research, our scheme focuses on using a proactive routing 

protocol to assign a channel to each node and to deliver channel information in a fully 

distributed manner.  Our protocol does not require tight synchronization among nodes.  

It assigns channels without using per-packet negotiation, which eliminates the overhead 

and delay before data transmission required for MAC-based channel negotiation.  Our 

scheme provides a simple way to utilize multiple channels at the cost of dedicating one 

channel for control messages.  Our scheme also allows the use of standard, unmodified 

IEEE 802.11 NICs.  Proposed scheme is illustrated in section 3.3, and the design princi-

ples and advantages of our schemes are described in section 4.2 in detail.  

In the following chapter, we introduce our approach with a proactive routing pro-

tocol for multi-channel wireless networks. 
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The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is designed to share a single channel in a given network.  

Since a single channel is used for a network, the MAC protocol is likely to face signifi-

cant throughput degradation as the number of active nodes and the load increases.  This 

problem cannot be solved at the level of an individual component; rather it must be 

solved by considering the behavior of the complete system.  Thus, the challenge is to 

design systems that use all available resources (spectrum, energy, hardware, and soft-

ware) efficiently while being general enough to support a wide variety of applications 

[49].

Our approach is to utilize extra spectrum using multiple radios on each node, 

working in an integrated manner to accomplish common tasks.  We show that the 

scheme provides significant benefits in terms of functionality and performance over sin-

gle-channel systems.  Multiple communications at the same time can improve effective 

network capacity [2, 35].  The challenge, however, is to allow a single ad-hoc network 

to use the separate channels provided by the PHY layer simultaneously in an efficient 
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manner to increase effective capacity [2].  This chapter describes the advantages we can 

expect when multiple channels are exploited and discusses the issues associated with 

multi-channel schemes.  Finally, we present our approach to make use of multiple 

channels. 

3.1  Advantages of Using Multiple Channels 

The following advantages are expected by utilizing multiple channels in a wireless ad-

hoc network. 

3.1.1  Increased Capacity 

The network capacity of a single-channel network is limited by the bandwidth of the sin-

gle channel.  Better bandwidth usage can be achieved by enabling more concurrent 

transmissions.  Multi-channel protocols allow multiple nodes in the same neighborhood 

to transmit concurrently on different channels without interfering with one another.  As 

a result, network capacity can be increased with multi-channel communication.  

It is not necessary that all the channels in the system operate in the same general 

band [49].  Radios that work in different frequency bands may also be used, e.g., a node 

can have one IEEE 802.11b interface using a 2.4-GHz radio and one IEEE 802.11a inter-

face using a 5-GHz radio.  It is important to note that channels in different frequency 

bands may have significantly different communication ranges and data rates.  

Channels can be heterogeneous in that one of the radios might have significantly 

lower bandwidth with higher range than other radios in the network.  Mixtures of dif-

ferent radios may be able to improve the network capacity.  The lower bandwidth chan-
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nel with higher range on each node can be used as a control channel to coordinate data 

transmissions on the higher bandwidth radios.  Such a system can be significantly more 

efficient than present systems that use contention-based MAC protocols like IEEE 

802.11 [31].  

3.1.2  Reduced Propagation Delay 

Nasipuri, Zhuang, and Das [50] show that the normalized propagation delay per channel 

in a multi-channel system is smaller than that in a single-channel environment.  The 

maximum throughput using a single-channel MAC protocol is bounded by the bandwidth 

of one channel.  Thus, using multiple channels should lead to nodes experiencing less 

normalized propagation delay per channel than in the single-channel counterpart.  Fur-

ther, less normalized propagation delay can reduce the collision probability. 

3.1.3  Provision of Additional Services 

Multimedia applications such as digital audio and video have much more stringent qual-

ity of service (QoS) requirements than traditional applications.  For a network to deliver 

QoS guarantees, it must reserve and control resources.  A major challenge in wireless 

ad-hoc networks is the ability to account for resources so that bandwidth can be reserved.  

In single-hop networks, such as infrastructure networks, all nodes learn of each other’s 

requirements easily either directly or through an access point.  However, this solution 

cannot be extended to the ad-hoc environment.  If we consider “bandwidth” as the QoS 

metric, it is more convenient to support quality of service when multiple channels are 

used.  This is reasonable because a bandwidth guarantee is one of the most critical re-

quirements for real-time applications.  With multi-channel schemes, QoS can be pro-
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vided by assigning channels according to a QoS policy considering the current environ-

ment, such as the network load on channels. 

3.2  Issues in a Multi-Channel Environment 

In this section, we discuss the general issues related to the scheme for multi-channel 

networks.  In a multi-channel network, different issues not considered in single-channel 

networks can arise, for instance, channel synchronization and the multi-channel hidden 

terminal problem. 

3.2.1  Channel Synchronization 

In multi-channel networks, nodes can be out of channel synchronization if they do not 

share channel information among neighbors.  Ad-hoc network protocols are dependent 

on the broadcast nature of the wireless medium to operate effectively.  In particular, 

routing protocols for MANETs are dependent on broadcast or multicast messages.  Due 

to the dynamic nature of ad-hoc networks, due to mobility, congestion, and the unpre-

dictable wireless channel, nodes can lose connectivity and have to update their routes 

frequently.   

For instance, consider the scenario of Figure 3.1.  Node B is communicating to 

node C through channel 3 by exchanging RTS and CTS frames.  Node A starts commu-

nication with node B by transmitting a RTS frame through channel 6.  However, since 

node B listens to channel 3 it cannot hear RTS frames.  As a result, RTS frames from 

node A destined to node B will drop.  This problem results from the lack of the channel 

synchronization among neighboring nodes in a network. 
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Figure 3.1: Channel synchronization problem. 

This problem can be solved by using a common control channel [24, 25, 27] or a 

common period [3, 19, 21, 22] where all neighboring nodes can share channel informa-

tion among neighboring nodes.  In designing a multi-channel scheme, the need for 

broadcast messages should be considered [28]. 

3.2.2  The Multi-Channel Hidden Terminal Problem 

In a single-channel environment, a hidden terminal problem can occur in a situation with 

at least three nodes, where at least two nodes are out of each other's radio range [2].  In a 

multi-channel environment, a different hidden terminal problem can occur, as depicted in 

Figure 3.2.  The node misses an RTS/CTS exchange on one channel when listening on 

another, causing the hidden terminal problem despite use of RTS/CTS signaling.  Node 

B and C are communicating after successful exchange of RTS/CTS.  Node A switches to 

channel 3 from channel 6 since the destination node B is using channel 3.  Node A 

misses the CTS sent out by node B when it switches to channel 3.  Node A, a hidden 

terminal, proceeds to transmit RTS and the frame can collide at node B. 
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Figure 3.2: Hidden terminal problem under multi-channel networks. 

This problem can be solved as follows.  When a node joins the destination node’s 

channel, it should not send RTS immediately since it could cause a hidden terminal prob-

lem.  Instead, a node waits for RTS, CTS, or fragment frame to detect any current com-

munication after changing to a new channel.  The timeout would be the addition of 

transmission time of the fragmentation threshold.  If the medium is busy, a node must 

wait for the channel to become idle.  Otherwise, a node sends an RTS frame to initiate 

communication. 

A node has to wait for RTS, CTS, or a fragment frame since the NAV is set by 

these three frames.  A node can set the NAV using these three frames so that it knows 

when the medium is available.  All of the fragments that comprise a frame are normally 

sent in a fragmentation burst.  Fragments and their acknowledgments are separated by 

the Short Interframe Space (SIFS), so a station retains control of the channel during a 

fragmentation burst.  The NAV is also used to ensure that other stations do not use the 

channel during the fragmentation burst.  The RTS and CTS set the NAV from the ex-
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pected start-time to the end of the “first” fragments in the air (See Figure 3.3).  Subse-

quent fragments then form a chain.  Each fragment sets the NAV to hold the medium 

until the end of the acknowledgment for the next frame. 

In Figure 3.3, Fragment 0 sets the NAV to hold the medium until ACK 1, fragment 

1 sets the NAV to hold the medium until ACK 2, and so on.  After the last fragment and 

its acknowledgment have been sent, the NAV is set to 0, indicating that the medium will 

be released after the fragmentation burst completes.  Therefore, if a node joins this 

channel in the middle of transmission, it should wait for next RTS, CTS, or fragment 

frame to set the NAV. 
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Figure 3.3: NAV setting for a burst of fragments. 

3.2.3  Number of Transceivers 

We can categorize multi-channel approaches based on the number of transceivers em-

ployed and whether nodes require a single transceiver or multiple transceivers.  With a 

single transceiver, a node can access only one channel at a time.  However, a single 

transceiver approach does not necessarily have to be a single channel approach since a 

transceiver is able to switch from one channel to another.  Each node in a multi-channel 

environment with a single transceiver must perform functions such as negotiating chan-
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nel allocations and sharing channel information among neighboring nodes.  Prior re-

search with a single transceiver relies on a designated period for control messages to 

which every node in the network should listen [3, 19, 21, 22]. 

In contrast, nodes with multiple transceivers are able to access different channels 

simultaneously.  Various schemes can be applied to coordinate multiple channels that 

can be accessed simultaneously using multiple transceivers.  One channel can be dedi-

cated to a control channel and the other channels can be used for data exchange [24, 25, 

27, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] or each channel can be accessed independently [28]. 

A more involved scheme is to assign transceivers based on the direction of mes-

sages.  For instance, a particular channel can be assigned for reception and another 

channel for transmission.  The disadvantage of dedicating a channel to each transmis-

sion direction is that the channel can be poorly utilized if message flows in the two direc-

tions are highly asymmetric, i.e., the data rate in one direction is far below the data rate 

in the other direction.  However, in special cases such as data collection in a sensor net-

work, dedicating a channel to reception of messages can increase network throughput [35, 

36]. 

3.2.4  Channel Assignment 

Channel assignment schemes can be categorized as Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA), 

Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA), or Hybrid Channel Allocation (HCA) schemes, 

based on the flexibility of assigning channels to nodes [37].  In FCA schemes, a channel 

is assigned to each node according to some reuse pattern depending on the desired net-

work size and the number of available channels at the time of network initialization.  
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The FCA scheme is simple, but it does not adapt to changing traffic conditions and node 

movement.  DCA can overcome these deficiencies of FCA.  In the DCA scheme, all 

channels are placed in a pool and are assigned to a new connection.  At the cost of 

higher complexity, DCA provides flexibility to changing traffic conditions.  However, 

DCA is less efficient than FCA under conditions of high node mobility due to the need to 

frequently change channel assignments.  To overcome this drawback, HCA combines 

features of both FCA and DCA. 

Channel assignment schemes can be implemented in a centralized or distributed 

fashion [4].  In a centralized scheme, a central controller assigns channels, while in a 

distributed scheme nodes select channels autonomously.  In autonomously organized 

distributed schemes, each node chooses a channel based on its measurement criteria 

without the involvement of a central controller.  The distributed scheme has lower com-

plexity, but at the cost of lower efficiency.  Both FCA and DCA can use a distributed 

assignment scheme based on local information [37]. 

Distributed channel assignment schemes can also be categorized as being a Re-

ceiver-based Channel Assignment (RCA), Transmitter-based Channel Assignment (TCA), 

or Negotiation-based Channel Assignment (NCA) scheme.  In RCA schemes, the receiv-

ing channel of the destination node is assigned to each transmitting node.  RCA must 

find a channel for each node to use to receive packets with the objective that all logical 

neighbors of a given node have different receiving channels. 

In TCA schemes, all neighbors of a given node should have different transmit 

channels so that no two neighboring nodes can cause a primary conflict.  Broadcasting 

and passive acknowledgements are possible with TCA schemes.  However, a receiver 
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must be able to tune to any of its neighbor’s channels.  A TCA scheme needs to find a 

channel for each node to use to transmit packets with the constraint that all logical 

neighbors of a given node have different transmitting channels, i.e., a transmitter uses its 

unique channel for transmission and no primary conflict can result from a logical 

neighbor’s transmission. 

In NCA schemes, a transmitter-receiver pair negotiates to acquire a channel such 

that no two adjacent pairs in the logical topology have the same channel.  A large num-

ber of orthogonal channels are needed in a fully connected network if no interference is 

required.  However, this scheme can result in the utilization of fewer channels than RCA 

and TCA schemes in a carefully controlled topology [45]. 

3.2.5  Channel Use 

There are two possible ways to make use of multiple channels under the assumption that 

multiple interfaces are available in a node.  These are to use one channel as a dedicated 

control channel and the others for data and the other is to allow independent access of all 

channels. 

3.2.5.1 Dedicated Control Channel 

Several past research efforts in the use of multiple radio channels that require modifica-

tion of the MAC layer protocol propose channel separation schemes [24, 25, 27, 30, 31, 

32, 33, 34, 77].  In a channel separation scheme, one channel is dedicated as the control 

channel and the other channels are used for data exchange.  Neighboring nodes listen to 

the common control channel since control messages are exchanged between any trans-

mitter-receiver pair for reservations or other negotiation.  This scheme can utilize multi-
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ple channels with less control message overhead.  

Splitting the bandwidth between a control and a data channel may not be beneficial 

if the contention resolution duration is randomly distributed [32].  The key issue with a 

split-channel approach is the appropriate split of the available channel bandwidth be-

tween the control channel and the data channel.  In addition, it may not perform well in 

an environment where all channels have the same bandwidth.  When the number of 

channels is small, one channel dedicated for control messages can be costly.  In the case 

of IEEE 802.11b, only three fully orthogonal (non-overlapping) channels are available, 

so having one control channel results in dedicating 33% of the total available bandwidth 

to control overhead.  However, if the number of channels is large, then the control chan-

nel can become a bottleneck and prevent data channels from being fully utilized [22, 24, 

25, 27]. 

3.2.5.2 Independent Access 

A more complex control scheme for channel negotiation can allow simultaneous access 

to different channels by using multiple transceivers.  This can increase the channel utili-

zation.  Although this scheme seems to be more practical and profitable, practical as-

pect and feasibility need to be examined in detail [28]. 

3.2.6  Interface and Node Addressing 

If multiple physical transceivers are available, a node can have multiple unique MAC 

addresses, one for each transceiver.  In addition to multiple MAC addresses, a node can 

have multiple IP addresses since an IP address is tied to an interface and, thus, the MAC 

address.  Several schemes are possible for transceivers regarding address assignment.  
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For example, each transceiver can be assigned a different MAC address for each inter-

face mapped with a different IP address, alternatively, a single MAC and IP address can 

be assigned to all interfaces.  As a third alternative, multiple unique MAC addresses, 

one assigned to each interface, can be mapped to a single IP address. 

Each scheme is feasible and the best scheme depends on the details of the imple-

mentation.  In the case of different MAC and IP addresses for each interface, the number 

of routing message can increase.  Since each interface has a different IP address, each 

interface works as an independent node.  Thus, nodes may exchange routing messages 

frequently in proportion to the number of interfaces rather than the number of nodes. 

As far as the MAC layer is concerned, a single MAC address for multiple inter-

faces does not cause a problem as long as each transceiver stays on a different channel. 

Especially, if a single channel is dedicated as the control channel, one interface should 

stay on the control channel and listen to control information.  A single IP address can be 

assigned to each node regardless of the number of physical transceivers as well.  A node 

can acquire a neighboring node’s single MAC and IP addresses. 

3.2.7  Busy Receiver 

The channel availability of the receiver should be considered when multiple channels are 

used.  For instance, in a design where the transmitter is tuned to the receiver (RCA), the 

transmitter is notified of the channel availability of the receiver while the channel switch-

ing occurs.  Otherwise, the transmitter-receiver pairs can lose synchronization and will 

not be able to communicate [28]. 
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3.3  Proposed Approach to Multi-Channel Ad-hoc Networking 

The routing protocol is one of the fundamental functions in a MANET [9].  Several 

standard routing protocols for MANETs have been defined [5, 7, 11, 12, 13, 15], but 

there is not yet widespread acceptance of one or a few protocols.  In addition, all of 

these protocols are designed for single-channel operation.  Furthermore, routing proto-

cols for multi-channel networks have not been studied thoroughly.  Before our research, 

most past research in the use of multiple radio channels required the modification of the 

MAC layer protocol.  Compared to previous research, our scheme focuses on using the 

routing protocol, especially proactive protocols, to assign a channel to each node and to 

deliver channel information.  This protocol does not require close synchronization 

among nodes, which reduces complexity.  It also does not require channel negotiation, 

which eliminates the associated overhead and the delay that is introduced before data 

transmission. 

Only proactive routing protocols are capable of providing each node with full to-

pology information for the network.  Nodes can use this topology information for the 

initial channel assignments and for channel switching for data transmission.  A complete 

multi-channel wireless ad-hoc network architecture requires topology discovery, traffic 

profiling, channel assignment, and routing [4].  However, proactive routing protocols 

can be inefficient because of the need for periodic updates, regardless of the number of 

network topology changes and network traffic.  To overcome this limitation, the network 

layer is divided into a control plane and a data plane in our proposed scheme.  Routing 

packets use the control plane and user packets (packets from an upper layer) use the data 

plane.  Nodes transmit broadcast and multicast packets using the common control chan-
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nel. 

To demonstrate the proposed multi-channel routing scheme, we extend the DSDV, 

OSPF-MCDS, and OLSR MANET routing protocols to multi-channel versions, DSDV-

MC, OSPF-MCDS-MC, and OLSR-MC, respectively. (See Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 for 

additional information.)  DSDV is a simple and fast routing protocol and we focus on 

having the multi-channel scheme maintain the benefits of the proactive DSDV routing 

protocol.  OSPF-MCDS, in comparison to DSDV, provides good performance for large 

and dense mobile networks with heavy traffic in terms of the number of traffic flows be-

cause of the idea of broadcast using a minimal connected dominating set.  The larger 

and more dense a network, the greater the performance improvement as compared to 

DSDV which employs blind broadcasts [6].  OLSR inherits the stability of a link state 

algorithm and has the advantage of having routes immediately available when needed 

due to its proactive nature.  OLSR is an optimization over the classical link state proto-

cols that is tailored for mobile ad hoc networks. OLSR, like OSPF-MCDS, minimizes the 

overhead from flooding of control traffic by using only MPRs to retransmit control mes-

sages.  The protocol is particularly suited for large and dense networks, as the optimiza-

tion done using MPRs works well in this context.  The larger and more dense a network, 

the more optimization can be achieved as compared to a classic link state algorithm [7]. 

In our proposed scheme, we assume that two or more transceivers are available.  

One of the available channels (the control plane) is dedicated to control messages and the 

remaining one or more channels (the data plane) are used for data transfers.  The chan-

nel synchronization problem can be eliminated since nodes share control information 

through the control channel.  We consider each node being equipped with two transceiv-
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ers so that it can listen on the control and data channel concurrently.  Routing messages 

with channel information are exchanged through the control channel to address the hid-

den terminal problem.  As discussed in Section 3.2.5, even though independent access 

seems to be practical and beneficial, this is beyond our current scope and remains a topic 

for future research. 

Channels are assigned dynamically, using a dynamic channel allocation (DCA) 

scheme, in a distributed fashion according to the channel distribution from the available 

channel pool.  A transmitting node switches a data channel to a receiving node (RCA 

scheme) based on the channel information.  For addressing, we assume that each node 

has a same MAC address for each interface with a single IP address for the node so that 

neighboring nodes can acquire a single IP address for the node through the Address 

Resolution Protocol (ARP) for IPv4 or Neighbor Solicitation (NS) for IPv6. 

With a proactive routing protocol for a multi-channel network, we introduce a new 

metric, the Channel Distribution Index (CDI), as discussed further in Chapter 5.  Utiliza-

tion of multiple channels in ad-hoc networks provides the benefits of increasing network 

capacity and increasing efficiency by reducing the probability of collisions.  Multi-

channel schemes are becoming more attractive as the cost of transceivers decreases and 

the capacity requirements for potential ad-hoc network applications increase.  However, 

channel assignment mechanisms may distribute channels unfairly to different nodes, thus 

leading to inefficient use of available capacity and creating system bottlenecks.  CDI 

measures the fairness of channel distribution and indicates the dynamic channel distribu-

tion among neighboring nodes (see Section 5.2).  Our proposed metric for multi-channel 

wireless ad-hoc networks can be used to evaluate the fairness of the channel assignment 
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and MAC schemes and, in the future, to improve their efficiency.  The basic approach is 

to let nodes measure the fairness of channel distribution among their neighbors so that 

available multiple channels can be efficiently and fairly utilized.  

Along with CDI, we introduce a channel reallocation scheme to mitigate the im-

pact of the channel convergence problem, which is discussed in more detail in Section 

5.3.  Nodes are able to utilize the standardized criterion to determine the unfairness of 

channel distribution.  Each node keeps the reference index as the standardized threshold.  

Our current implementation provides manual configuration for the reference index.  

However, the reference index should be adaptive to changes since the distribution of CDI 

can be altered due to the dynamic nature of large multiple-hop ad-hoc networks.  The 

adaptive reference index scheme is discussed in Section 8.3.2 as possible future work. 

3.4  Methodology 

The methodology for our approach can be broken down to three major phases: design, 

simulation, and implementation.  Figure 3.4 depicts the methodology.  Careful design 

and analysis can lead to accurate simulation model and implementation, and we are able 

to verify the proposed scheme through the simulation and implementation.  A proactive 

routing scheme for a multiple channel network is presented in this dissertation.  
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Figure 3.4: Methodology. 

A new node model is implemented in ns2 (Network Simulator 2) to evaluate the 

proposed scheme through simulation experiments.  Simulation is essential in the case 

where the model is very complex with many variables and interacting components.  

Another important aspect of the simulation technique is that we build a simulation model 

to replicate the actual system [42].  Ns2 is a discrete event simulator targeted at net-

working research.  It provides substantial support for simulation of protocols such as 

TCP, routing, and multicast over various networks, for instance, wireless, wired, and sat-

ellite.  It describes systems that are assumed to change instantaneously in response to 

certain discrete occurrences.  In this research, two example proactive routing protocols 

are extended to verify the proactive routing protocol for multiple channels in ns2. 

With verified simulation results in hand, we present the implementation to verify 

that the proposed scheme successfully exploits multiple channels to improve network 

capacity and increases the network throughput.  A proactive routing protocol is imple-

mented on Linux with multiple physical network interfaces.  Specifically, we adapt the 
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Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) OLSR implementation, nrlolsrd, which consists of 

NRL-developed code [47].  We made modifications to the Linux version of nrlolsrd for 

OLSR-MC.  We present the virtual interface (VI) to realize the multi-channel scheme in 

Linux to avoid complex changes to the kernel’s network subsystem.  Section 7.2 covers 

the virtual interface module (VIM) in detail.  

3.5  Summary 

In this chapter, we described the advantages when we make use of multiple channels, 

such as increased throughput, reduced propagation delay, and the provision of additional 

services using multiple channels.  We, also, discussed the general issues that arise when 

using multiple channels, such as the hidden terminal problem, the number of transceivers, 

channel assignment, channel utilization, and addressing.  An approach to multi-channel 

ad-hoc networking was proposed.  Chapter 4 describes the use of proactive routing pro-

tocols for multi-channel networks in detail.
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Chapter 4   Proactive Routing Protocols for Mul-

tiple Channels 

 
 

Only proactive routing protocols are capable of providing each node with full topology 

information for the network.  Nodes can use this topology information for the initial 

channel assignments and for channel switching for data transmission.  However, proac-

tive routing protocols can be inefficient because of the need for periodic updates, regard-

less of the number of network topology changes and network traffic load.  To overcome 

this limitation, the network layer is divided into a control plane and a data plane in our 

proposed scheme.  Routing packets use the control plane and user packets (packets from 

an upper layer) use the data plane.  Channel information is piggybacked in routing mes-

sages.  Broadcast and multicast packets are transmitted using the common control chan-

nel.  This chapter describes the design principles of the proposed multi-channel routing 

protocol and presents extensions to existing proactive routing protocols to use our multi-

channel scheme.  We also discuss issues that can arise when we use the proposed proac-

tive routing protocol for a multi-channel network. 
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4.1  Assumptions 

We assume that N data channels are available to use and that all N channels have the 

same bandwidth.  No channels overlap, so packets transmitted on different channels do 

not interfere with each other.  Nodes have prior knowledge about how many channels 

are available.  Second, each node is equipped with two half-duplex transceivers.  A sin-

gle transceiver can either transmit or listen at a given time, but cannot do both simultane-

ously.  Different transceivers at a host can listen to or transmit on different channels si-

multaneously.  Third, we assume that the channel switching overhead is negligible since 

rapid channel switching will become feasible with the availability of improved hardware 

[26, 43].  Finally, we assume that no network is present other than the multi-channel 

network so that nodes are able to use the common control channel and data channels 

without interference from other networks. 

4.2  Design Principles 

Our proposed multi-channel scheme can be combined with any typical proactive routing 

protocol.  Proactive protocols have many desirable properties, especially for applica-

tions including real-time communications and QoS guarantees, such as low-latency route 

access and alternate QoS path support and monitoring.  Most of all, proactive routing 

protocols are capable of providing each node with full topology information for the net-

work, and we use this topology information for the initial channel assignment and chan-

nel switching for data transmission. 
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However, proactive routing protocols can be inefficient because of the need for pe-

riodic updates, regardless of the number of network topology changes and network traffic.  

To overcome this limitation, the network layer is divided into control and data planes in 

our proposed scheme.  Routing packets use the control plane and user packets (packets 

from an upper layer) use the data plane.  Broadcast and multicast packets are transmitted 

using the common control channel.  We do not consider the use of reactive, or on-

demand, MANET routing protocols. 

As stated in Section 4.1, each node is equipped with two transceivers so that it can 

listen on the control and data channel concurrently.  The proposed routing protocol 

should be compatible with current IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc network mode of operation with-

out modification to the MAC protocol.  No network is present other than the multi-

channel network, so nodes are able to use common control channel and data channel 

without interference from other networks. 

We divide the network layer into control and data planes.  Control packets are es-

sential messages to be shared among nodes in a network such as broadcast and multicast 

messages.  From the perspective of the network layer, routing messages belong to the 

control plane and user messages are in the data plane.  Control plane packets are trans-

mitted via the common control channel so that control frames can be shared among 

neighboring nodes.  If control plane packets are not shared among neighboring nodes, 

nodes can be out of channel synchronization as discussed in Section 3.2.1.  User data 

(data plane) packets are transmitted via the data channel selected according to the chan-

nel information in the routing table.  As shown in Figure 4.1, control and data planes 

have separate protocol stacks underneath the network layer.  Therefore, the MAC proto-
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col for each plane works separately, which requires no modifications to the current MAC 

protocol. 

Using a single MAC address for both transceivers does not cause any problems 

since the two transceivers always stay in different channels – one in the common control 

channel and the other in one of the data channels.  With respect to IP addressing, using 

different MAC addresses, also, does not cause problems as long as the MAC address is 

resolved to the correct IP address.  A single IP address is assigned to each node, thus a 

unique MAC and IP address pair can be obtained for a destination node. 

All incoming and outgoing packets diverge and converge at the network layer.  

For example, routing messages from the network layer should be transmitted through the 

control channel at the MAC layer, and user data packets should be transmitted using the 

data channel at the MAC layer.  Likewise, incoming frames from the MAC layer, re-

gardless of whether they are from the control plane or the data channel, are delivered and 

processed transparently in the network layer.  Figure 4.1 illustrates this situation. 

Transceiver 2Transceiver 1

MAC 1 MAC 2 MAC Layer

Network Layer

Control Plane Data Plane

Network LayerControl data User data

 

Figure 4.1: Control and data planes at a node with two transceivers. 
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4.2.1  Channel Allocation  

The principle for channel allocation is to combine channel assignment with a routing 

mechanism.  Piggybacking channel information in routing messages is motivated by the 

fact that each node using a proactive routing algorithm maintains a consistent view of the 

network.  In addition, transmitting channel information through routing control mes-

sages can greatly reduce the communication complexity of channel assignment protocols.  

For instance, a recently proposed channel assignment algorithm has a communication 

complexity of O(d2), where d is the maximum number of one-hop neighbors any node 

can hae (maximum network degree) [46].  By carrying channel information through 

routing messages, the complexity of computation at nodes can be reduced to O(1). 

When allocating channels initially, nodes consider channel information of nodes 

that are up to two hops away to mitigate interference.  Channel information for nodes 

that are one hop away, i.e., direct neighbors, has higher priority than that for nodes two 

hops away in allocating channels.  Nodes select the least assigned channel among one-

hop neighboring nodes.  If there are multiple least used channels from the one-hop 

neighbors, then the least assigned channel among the two-hop neighboring nodes is se-

lected.  In the case of multiple least used channels among two-hop neighbors, the chan-

nel assigned is chosen randomly from among the least used channels. 
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Figure 4.2: Pseudocode for the channel assignment procedure. 

4.2.2  Delayed Initial HELLO Message 

When a node joins a multi-channel network, it needs to decide the initial data channel.  

In our scheme, this initial channel is selected based on the channels used by neighboring 

nodes (the least used channel is selected).  Since data channel information is piggy-

backed with HELLO messages, a newly joined node will defer sending a HELLO mes-

sage to receive HELLO messages from neighbors to create the channel information table 

for neighboring nodes and, then, select its initial data channel according to the channel 

information table using the procedure explained in Section 4.2.1.  This delay should not 

impede routing functions, which has been verified with experiments using simulation and 

Variables 

 m1: number of 1-hop away neighbor nodes 

m2: number of 2-hop away neighbor nodes 

Channel Allocation() 

get m1 from routing table 

if (the least used channels among m1 > 1) {                (1) 

get m2 from routing table 

if (the least used channels among m2 out of (1) > 1) {     (2) 

     choose randomly from (2) 

 } else { 

   return the least used channel 

} 

} else { 

   return the least used channel 

} 
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implementation. 

When deciding routes, channel information from one-hop neighbors is sufficient 

since a transmitting node only needs to know the next-hop node’s data channel to for-

ward packets.  However, when selecting an initial channel, a node needs the channel 

information for up to two-hop neighbors since interference from two-hop neighbors 

should be considered. 

4.2.3  Channel Switch and Update for Communication 

The channel switch procedure for communication between nodes operates as fol-

lows.  In an RCA scheme, the data channel of the transmitting node is determined ac-

cording to the receiving node’s data channel.  Therefore, a node intending to transmit 

packets should switch its data channel to the destination node’s data channel or the next 

hop’s data channel if the destination is more than one hop away.  A transmitting node 

looks in its channel information table to determine the channel to use when it has a 

packet to transmit.  Based on the destination node, the node determines the next hop and 

its data channel from the routing table and the channel information table. 

When a node changes its data channel to communicate, it broadcasts its channel 

switch so that neighboring nodes can update their channel information tables accordingly.  

If a node switches its data channel without sending a notification to its neighbors, then 

the neighboring nodes can have stale channel information in their channel information 

tables.  This problem is called the “busy receiver problem” in a multi-channel network.  

To avoid this problem, a node intending to change channels broadcasts its routing infor-

mation with the new channel index before it switches channels.  The Channel Update 
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(CU) packet is the new message intended to avoid the busy receiver problem in our pro-

posed scheme for a multi-channel network.  

4.2.4  Advantages of the Proposed Scheme 

The following advantages can be expected by using the proposed multi-channel routing 

protocol in a wireless ad-hoc network. 

4.2.4.1 No Channel Negotiation 

Channel negotiation for a data channel when packets are available to transmit can lead to 

significant channel negotiation overhead in terms of both latency and network traffic.  

When a sufficiently large number of nodes have data to transmit, channel negotiation 

over the control channel would be a bottleneck and prevent data channels from being 

fully utilized [24, 25, 27].  In the proposed scheme, channel information is piggybacked 

in routing protocol packets.  Therefore, channel information is available to neighbor 

nodes along with the network topology information.  Nodes are able to select the data 

channel of the destination node (or the next hop if the destination is multiple hops away) 

according to the channel information in the channel information table without any chan-

nel negotiation.  Consequently, we can reduce latency and congestion in the control 

channel. 

4.2.4.2 No Channel Scanning 

In some multi-channel schemes, transmitting nodes are required to do full channel scan-

ning to select the best channel [25, 51].  To find the best channel, a node must scan all 

channels and select the channel with the lowest sensed power when it has a packet to 
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transmit.  This scheme provides a way to find the best channel at the sender, which re-

duces collisions at the receiver.  However, the overhead of channel scanning can be high 

when network loads are heavy and the number of available channels is large.  The pro-

posed scheme does not need channel scanning since nodes keep the channel information 

in the routing table, which is updated with routing information as necessary.  This can 

save time and resources. 

4.2.4.3 No Clock Synchronization 

Each node in an ad-hoc IEEE 802.11 network periodically sends out beacons to synchro-

nize time in a distributed manner.  When transmitting a beacon, a node includes a time-

stamp based on its local timer.  If a node receives a beacon from another node, it cancels 

its beacon and adjusts its timer according to the timestamp in the received beacon [1].  

This is a relatively straightforward operation for a single-hop network.  However, in a 

multi-hop ad-hoc network, clock synchronization is a difficult task because of unpredict-

able communication delays and node mobility, especially when the network is large [52].  

Past research proposed multi-channel schemes that need this type of tight clock synchro-

nization among nodes [3, 19, 21, 22].  Our proposed routing protocol does not require 

such tight clock synchronization among nodes since it uses the synchronization mecha-

nism defined in the standard. 

4.2.5  Complexity Analysis 

Proactive routing protocols require nodes to maintain routing tables containing entries 

for all the nodes in the network, which implies storage complexity of O(N), where N is 

the number of mobile nodes in the network.  Storage complexity measures the order of 
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the table size used by the protocols.  Communication complexity gives the number of 

messages needed to perform an operation when an update occurs, which is O(N) for the 

proposed scheme.  

One of the proposed channel assignment algorithms has a communication com-

plexity of O(d2), where d is the maximum number of one-hop neighbors any node can 

have [46].  With our scheme, transmitting channel information through routing control 

messages can greatly reduce the communication complexity of channel assignment pro-

tocols, so that the complexity of computation at nodes can be reduced to O(1). 

4.3  DSDV-MC:  DSDV for Multiple Channels 

To demonstrate the proposed multi-channel routing scheme, we extend the DSDV rout-

ing protocol into a multi-channel version, DSDV-MC.  The routing table at each node 

lists all available destinations, the number of hops to each destination, and the channel 

index of each neighboring node.  To maintain the consistency of routing tables in a dy-

namically varying topology, each node periodically transmits updates.  Nodes also 

transmit updates immediately when significant new information is available, such as a 

topology change or a channel switch. 

Nodes advertise routing information periodically using the common control chan-

nel and, also, incrementally as topology changes are detected or a channel switch is nec-

essary.  The incremental messages do not affect DSDV’s loop-free property.  While 

nodes delay the advertisement of routes that may not yet be stable to reduce the number 

of rebroadcasts, nodes immediately transmit a channel change advertisement. 
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4.3.1  Channel Assignment and New HELLO Message 

The DSDV-MC protocol requires each node to advertise its routing table to all of its cur-

rent neighbors.  A data broadcast by each node contains its new sequence number for the 

broadcast and the following information for each new route:  the destination address, the 

number of hops to the destination, the sequence number for this destination, and the as-

sociated channel index for the transmission.  Figure 4.3 shows the new packet format of 

a HELLO message with channel information. 

0

Destination IP address

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

0 1 2 3

Metric

Sequence Number

Channel Number

•••  

Figure 4.3: DSDV-MC HELLO message. 

When a node joins a network, it receives routing messages from neighboring nodes 

containing channel information.  Each node in the network selects a channel based on 

the procedure illustrated in Section 4.2.1. 

4.3.2  Channel Switch 

In an RCA scheme, the data channel of the transmitting node is determined according to 

the receiving node’s data channel.  Therefore, a node intending to transmit packets 

should switch its data channel to the destination node’s data channel or the next hop’s 
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data channel if the destination is more than one hop away.  A node looks in the routing 

table to select a channel when it has a packet to transmit.  Based on the destination node, 

the node determines the next hop and its data channel from the routing table. 

If a node switches its data channel without sending a notification to its neighbors, 

then the neighboring nodes can have stale channel information in their routing tables.  

To avoid this problem, a node intending to change channels broadcasts its routing infor-

mation with the new channel index before it switches channels.  As for regular DSDV, 

two types of routing information messages are defined:  (1) “full dump” messages that 

carry all the available routing information; and (2) “incremental” messages that carry 

only information that has changed since the last full dump.  A channel switch event trig-

gers the broadcast of an incremental message that carries only information changed by 

the channel switch. 

4.4  OSPF-MCDS-MC: OSPF-MCDS for Multiple Channels 

We demonstrate the proposed multi-channel routing scheme with OSPF-MCDS-MC, the 

multi-channel version of OSPF-MCDS [53].  As a general proactive routing protocol, 

the routing table at each node in OSPF-MCDS-MC lists all available destinations, the 

number of hops to each destination, and the channel index of each neighboring node.  

Nodes periodically broadcast HELLO messages to detect new neighbors and a time-out 

scheme is used to find expired neighbors.  OSPF-MCDS reports the link state changes 

immediately after the link changes are detected.  This implies that OSPF-MCDS re-

quires relatively higher control overhead than DSDV. 
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4.4.1  New Hello Message 

Nodes in the OSPF-MCDS-MC protocol periodically broadcast HELLO messages to de-

tect new neighbors.  If a new HELLO message is received (after the corresponding link 

is stable), the sender’s IP address will be added to the receiver’s next HELLO message as 

the router ID for that new neighbor.  If a node receives a HELLO message containing its 

ID (its own IP address), a two-way connection is determined to be established.  When 

the sender has the smaller node ID, the receiver sends a Link UP Link State Description 

message if there is no Link Database Description message to be sent soon.  Otherwise, 

the new neighbor’s IP address will be included in the next HELLO message.  A new 

HELLO message includes the list of newly detected neighbors and channel information. 

Figure 4.4 shows the general packet format of the extended HELLO message containing 

the channel index. 

When a node joins a network, it receives HELLO messages from neighboring 

nodes containing channel information.  Each node in the network selects a unique chan-

nel as discussed in Section 4.2.1.  If an expected HELLO message is missing in a period 

of Dead Interval time, the generator of that HELLO message is considered to be lost.  In 

other words, the link is considered to be down.  In that case, the other node and its asso-

ciated channel information are deleted from the routing table. 
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Figure 4.4: New OSPF-MCDS-MC HELLO message. 
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4.4.2  Channel Update (CU) Message 

As discussed in Section 4.2.1, a node intending to transmit packets should switch its data 

channel to the destination node’s data channel or the next hop’s data channel if the desti-

nation is more than one hop away.  A node looks in the routing table to select a channel 

when it has a packet to transmit.  Based on the destination node, the node determines the 

next hop and its data channel from the routing table.  If a route to a destination node is 

not available, packets to that destination are queued.  A node intending to change its re-

ceive channel broadcasts its channel information before it switches.  Figure 4.5 shows 

the format of the channel update packet in OSPF-MCDS-MC.  

packet
type
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0

6

channel
index
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Figure 4.5: OSPF-MCDS-MC CU message. 

4.5  OLSR-MC: OLSR for Multiple Channels 

OLSR-MC is the multi-channel version of OLSR to demonstrate the proposed multi-

channel routing scheme [54].  Nodes periodically broadcast HELLO messages with 

channel information to detect new neighbors and channel usage.  The new message, the 

Channel Update packet, is broadcast before the channel change occurs, which is intended 

to avoid the busy receiver problem in a multi-channel network.  Since channel informa-

tion is piggybacked with HELLO messages, a newly joined node defers sending a 

HELLO message to receive HELLO messages from neighbors and select its initial data 
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channel.  The following sessions describe the modification to the OLSR for multi-

channel version. 

4.5.1  New HELLO Message 

A new HELLO message contains the channel index of each node.  Neighboring nodes 

update their neighbor (NBR) table based on this information.  Given the link state in-

formation acquired through periodic message exchanges, as well as the interface configu-

ration of the nodes, the routing table for each node can be computed.  The physical in-

terface information in the routing table is replaced with the VIM interface so that user 

data packets are forwarded to the VIM interface. 

4.5.2  Channel Update (CU) message 

The Channel Update (CU) packet type is the new message intended to avoid the busy 

receiver problem in a multi-channel network as discussed in Section 4.2.1.  If a node 

switches its data channel without any notification to its neighbors, the neighboring nodes 

can have stale channel information in their routing tables.  A node intending to change 

its channel broadcasts its new channel index before it switches to the new channel.  The 

extended message is shown in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.6: OLSR-MC HELLO message. 
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Figure 4.7: OLSR-MC CU message. 
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4.6  Proactive Routing Protocol Issues for Multiple Channel 

Networks 

In this section, we discuss issues that can arise when we use the proposed proactive rout-

ing protocol for a multi-channel network. 

4.6.1  Efficiency 

As we discussed in Section 3.2.5, splitting the bandwidth between a control and a data 

channel may not be beneficial, if the contention resolution duration is randomly distrib-

uted [32].  In an environment where all channels have the same bandwidth, the channel 

separation scheme can be inefficient.  Especially, if data channels are assigned to each 

node even though data is not available to transmit, the available channels can be used 

inefficiently. 

If data channels are allocated to active nodes on demand, available channels can be 

utilized more efficiently.  However, this is an inevitable disadvantage for proactive rout-

ing protocols since, unlike the on-demand behavior of reactive routing protocols, proac-

tive routing protocols are table-driven and regularly exchange topology information with 

other nodes in the network.  

In addition, when the number of channels is small, one channel dedicated for con-

trol messages can be costly.  In addition, if the number of channels is large, the control 

channel can become a bottleneck and prevent data channels from being fully utilized [22].  

However, unlike MAC schemes proposed by Jain, Das, and Nasipuri [25] and Wu, et al. 

[27], the control channel in proposed scheme does not become a bottleneck and, thus, 
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does not prevent data channels from being fully utilized even though the number of 

channels is large since there is no channel negotiation procedure through the control 

channel in proposed scheme. 

4.6.2  Channel Convergence Problem 

In an RCA scheme, the data channel of the transmitting node is determined according to 

the receiving node’s data channel.  Therefore, a node intending to transmit packets 

should switch its data channel to the destination node’s data channel or the next hop’s 

data channel if the destination is more than one hop away.  Due to the channel assign-

ment scheme of RCA, a single channel or a fewer number of channels than available can 

be used regardless of the number of available channels.  As a result, we are not able to 

fully utilize all available multiple channels.  We call this the “channel convergence prob-

lem.”  

For instance, suppose that node A is the server, such as a data collector, and listen-

ing on channel 3, as shown in Figure 4.8.  Neighboring nodes, nodes B, C, and D have 

data to transmit to node A.  As nodes B, C, and D initiate data transmission, they switch 

their data channel according to channel on which node A is listening.  As a result, only 

channel 3 will be used by nodes A, B, and C out of the available channels.  This channel 

convergence problem can be resolved using the channel reallocation scheme and the CDI.  

The channel distribution and reallocation scheme are covered in detail in Chapter 5.  
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the channel convergence problem. 

4.6.3  Frequent Channel Switching 

Another issue that can arise with an RCA scheme for channel assignment scheme is the 

“frequent channel switching” problem.  This problem can occur in a situation where a 

node needs to switch its data channel frequently if a node has messages destined to mul-

tiple destinations with different channels.  The channel change occurs in proportion to 

the number of multiple destinations with different channels increases and data to transmit.  

For instance, node A has messages destined to nodes C and D listening on channel 3 and 

channel 1, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.9.  To relay messages from node A to node 

C and D, node B needs to keep switching its data channel to channel 1 and then to chan-

nel 3.  

This problem can also occur with channel negotiation schemes in the MAC layer.  

If the “best” channel negotiated by node B and C is different from the “best” channel 

from node B and D (which is likely), node B needs to keep switching its data channel 

back and forth between to the channels selected by the node pair B-C and the node pair 
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of the frequent channel switching problem. 

4.6.4  Power Saving 

With increasing interest in energy constrained multi-hop wireless networks, a fundamen-

tal problem is to lengthen the lifetime of batteries to increase a network lifetime.  As 

with any other network interface, powering down the transceiver can lead to great power 

savings in wireless networks.  When the transceiver is off, it is said to be sleeping, doz-

ing, or in power-saving (PS) mode.  When the transceiver is on, it is said to be awake, 

active, or simply on.  Power conservation in IEEE 802.11 is achieved by minimizing the 

time spent in the latter stage and maximizing the time in the former [1].  

Power management can achieve the greatest savings in infrastructure networks. All 

traffic for mobile stations must go through access points, so they are an ideal location to 

buffer traffic.  There is no need to implement a distributed buffer system on every sta-

tion; the bulk of the work is left to the access point. By definition, access points are 

aware of the location of mobile stations, and a mobile station can communicate its power 
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management state to its access point.  Furthermore, access points must remain active at 

all times.  It is assumed that they have access to continuous power.  Combining these 

two facts allows access points to play a key role in power management on infrastructure 

networks [1].  

However, power management in an IBSS is not as efficient as power management 

in an infrastructure network.  In an IBSS, far more of the burden is placed on the sender 

to ensure that the receiver is active.  Receivers must also be more available and cannot 

sleep for the same lengths of time as in infrastructure networks. 

In the proposed multi-channel scheme, the control and data interface can perform 

power management independently.  The control interface may need to stay active to 

transmit and receive HELLO packets in a periodic manner.  However, the data interface 

can sleep as defined in the power saving mechanism in IEEE 802.11 [1].  The two inter-

faces are orthogonal, and the routing mechanism would not be influenced by separate 

power saving operations.  There has been a lot of research emphasis on energy efficient 

protocols for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [52, 55, 56, 57, 58].  Power saving 

issues in the proposed scheme is beyond the scope of our current research. 

4.6.5  Asymmetric Links 

An environment with asymmetric links, for example with different uplink and downlink 

capacities provides challenges for channel assignment and channel reallocation.  Adap-

tive policy and capacity estimation techniques should be considered due to the asymmet-

ric link capacity.  For instance, if the one of data channels has higher bandwidth than the 

other data channels, more nodes should be assigned to this channel so that the higher 
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bandwidth should be shared efficiently.  This network environment requires a sophisti-

cated channel assignment scheme. 

Asymmetric range of links for the control and data channel can also introduce a 

different issue.  The routing information to the destination node (or the next-hop node if 

the destination is more than one hop away) is determined by the routing message through 

the control channel in the proposed scheme.  Therefore, regardless of the effective 

ranges of the data channels, a node determines that it is able to reach a destination node 

according to information in the routing table.  This can cause a problem if the range of 

one of the data channel is less than the range of the control channel, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.10.  However, as discussed in Section 3.1.1, efficient combination of different 

channels with different range and bandwidth can significantly increase the network ca-

pacity [31, 49].  This issue requires more research  and is left for future work. 

 

Figure 4.10: Asymmetric ranges for the control and data channel. 

4.6.6  Channel Errors 

Since the wireless medium is error-prone, control messages such as HELLO or CU can 
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be lost.  Although retransmission for the control messages is not provided, loss of con-

trol packets does not lead to the loss of channel synchronization since channel informa-

tion is available in the subsequent HELLO message. 

For example, node A in Figure 4.11 switches its data channel from channel 1 to 

channel 2 and broadcasts CU message.  If a CU message is assumed not to be delivered 

due to a channel error, node B can have stale channel information for node A for a period 

of time between the loss and the next HELLO message (loss of channel synchronization).  

However, the following HELLO message from node A includes channel information for 

node A, which will synchronize channel information in node B with node A.  

Node A

Node B

Channel Update

HELLO interval

ch1 ch2

HELLO  

Figure 4.11: Illustration of CU message loss. 

4.7  Summary 

In this chapter, we introduced the design principles for our proposed scheme and   ex-

tended routing protocols to support multi-channel operation, which we call DSDV-MC, 

OSPF-MCDS-MC, and OLSR-MC to demonstrate the multi-channel routing scheme.  

We expect several advantages including the elimination of channel negotiation, channel 

scanning, and clock synchronization.  Along with advantages, we also discussed issues 
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related to the proposed multi-channel scheme, i.e., efficiency, the channel convergence 

problem, the frequent channel switching problem, power saving, asymmetric links, and 

channel errors.  Some issues are discussed in the following chapters, and the other is-

sues are left for the future research. 
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Chapter 5  Channel Distribution 

 

Utilization of multiple channels in ad-hoc networks provides the benefits of increasing 

network capacity and increasing efficiency by reducing the probability of collisions.  

Multi-channel schemes are becoming more attractive as the cost of transceivers de-

creases and the capacity requirements for potential ad-hoc network applications increase.  

However, channel assignment mechanisms may distribute channels unfairly to different 

nodes, thus leading to inefficient use of available capacity and creating system bottle-

necks.  As discussed in Section 4.6.2, channels can be unfairly distributed due to the 

channel convergence problem even though they are fairly distributed initially.  If chan-

nels are distributed unfairly, the proposed multi-channel routing scheme is not able to 

exploit multiple channels efficiently and, as a result, the available network capacity can-

not be fully utilized.

In this chapter, we present a new metric to explore channel distribution in multi-

channel wireless ad-hoc networks.  The approach lets each node measure the fairness of 

channel distribution among neighboring nodes.  The Channel Distribution Index (CDI) 

indicates the fairness of channel distribution in a multi-channel network.  Each node in 

a network calculates the CDI based on the channel information available to it [59]. 
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After identifying the channel convergence problem using a wireless sensor net-

work model, we present a channel reallocation scheme to mitigate the effects of the 

channel convergence problem.  The channel reallocation scheme enables nodes to adapt 

to changes in the network topology and traffic characteristics.

5.1  Motivation 

Multi-channel schemes proposed in the past can be broadly categorized based on the 

schemes used for control messages and channel assignment.  Some prior research pro-

poses a dedicated control channel scheme to negotiate channel assignment [24, 25, 27, 30, 

32, 34], while other research proposes a common period to share control messages [19, 

21].  Both schemes use channel negotiation for channel assignment.  Other research 

has shown that channel negotiation and time synchronization can preclude the efficient 

utilization of multiple channels [28, 53, 54, 60].  Simulation of channel assignment 

schemes that do not employ channel negotiation has yielded positive results. 

In multi-channel networks, channels can be unfairly assigned to nodes in a net-

work.  The channel convergence problem, described in Section 4.6.2, can lead to the 

unfair channel distribution.  In non-negotiation schemes [28, 53, 54, 60], the data chan-

nel of the transmitting or receiving node is determined according to the transmitting 

(TCA) or receiving node’s data channel (RCA).  Therefore, data channels used by 

nodes located along the path to a destination can converge and, as a result, the multiple 

channels cannot be fully utilized.  Even in channel negotiation schemes [3, 25, 27], 

channels can be unfairly distributed if the channel negotiation criteria do not consider the 

distribution and utilization of the available channels. 
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Most prior work on multi-channel schemes focuses on the channel assignment 

(CA) problem and multi-channel multiple access control (MAC) protocols.  This past 

work ignored channel distribution and utilization among neighboring nodes and the asso-

ciated fairness problem.  In this chapter, a new metric is proposed to explore and char-

acterize the channel distribution problem in wireless multiple-hop ad-hoc networks.   

The Channel Distribution Index (CDI) indicates the fairness of channel distribution 

based on the dynamic channel use among neighboring nodes.  Depending on the net-

work topology and traffic pattern, the channel allocation can become unfair.   This un-

fairness can cause certain channels to become congested, while other channels are lightly 

utilized or even idle.  As a result, the unfairness in channel distribution can degrade 

network throughput, thus eliminating the benefits of multi-channel operation.  This will 

become an important issue as multi-channel operation is more widely accepted due to the 

decreasing cost of transceivers and the growing requirements for increased throughput in 

wireless ad-hoc networks [59]. 

Research on channel distribution and fairness is needed to enable evaluation and 

optimization of the channel assignment schemes for multi-channel operation.  In addi-

tion to evaluating channel assignment and MAC schemes with respect to fairness, nodes 

can calculate the CDI and use the results to reallocate channels to increase fairness and 

efficiency. 

5.2  Channel Distribution Index (CDI) 

The CDI is the index of the fairness of channel distribution from the perspective of the 

individual node (as indicated by the local value of the CDI) or the network (as indicated 
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by the global value of the CDI).  The CDI is calculated based on the channel informa-

tion collected by individual node (local CDI) or the channel distribution in a network 

(global CDI).  For the local CDI, each node in a network periodically calculates the 

fairness of channel distribution among neighbors using the channel information collected 

through the multi-channel routing extensions described in Chapter 4.  The global CDI is 

computed based on the periodic collection of channel distribution information in a net-

work, which can be used to evaluate and optimize the channel assignment scheme in a 

network. 

The CDI indicates the dynamic channel distribution among neighboring nodes.  

Depending on the network topology and traffic patterns, a fewer channels than available 

can be used and as a result, the fairness of channel distribution can become poor.  This 

unfairness can cause certain channels to be congested while other channels are idle.  As 

a result, unfairness can degrade network throughput.  Thus, nodes should reallocate 

channels when they detect a certain level of unfairness based on the CDI (local CDI).  

The channel reallocation scheme is discussed in Section 5.3. 

5.2.1  Required Properties of the CDI 

The required properties of the CDI, adapted from the fairness index of Jain, Chiu, and 

Hawe [61, 62], are described below. 

1. Scale and metric independence   

The index should be independent of scale, i.e., the unit of measurement should 

not matter.  For example, the CDI measured for 100, 300, and 500 nodes occu-

pying each of three different channels should be the same as the CDI measured 
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for 1, 3, and 5 nodes using each of the three channels.  We consider only the 

fairness of channel distribution regardless of throughput and delay.  In the 

above example, although the network with 100, 300, and 500 nodes assigned to 

the channels can experience more congestion and delay than the network with 1, 

3, and 5 nodes assigned to the channels, the CDI should be same for both cases. 

2. Continuity  

The index should be continuous. Any small change in channel allocation should 

create a proportional small change in the index value. 

In addition to the above properties shared with the fairness index of Jain, Chiu, and 

Hawe [61, 62], we also consider the following issues for the CDI for the particular do-

main of multi-channel wireless ad-hoc networks. 

3. Unlimited number of nodes and a limited number of channels  

The index should be applicable to any number of nodes with a limited number of 

channels. 

4. Fewer nodes than channels  

In a sparse network, the number of neighboring nodes may be less than the num-

ber of available channels.  The CDI should be calculated according to the num-

ber of neighboring nodes rather than the number of available channels if the 

number of neighboring nodes is less than the number of channels available.  

Otherwise, the CDI can incorrectly indicate unfairness as the calculation is based 

on the number of available channels, where some channels cannot be occupied. 

5. Bounds 
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The index should be bounded between 0 and 1, inclusive, i.e., it should be a re-

number in the interval [0, 1]. A totally fair distribution should have a CDI of 1 

and a totally unfair distribution should have a CDI of 0. 

5.2.2  Definition of the CDI 

The proposed definition of the CDI is different from the definition of the fairness index 

of Jain, Chiu, and Hawe [61, 62] in two key aspects. 

First, the fairness index proposed in [61, 62] is for distributed systems where a set 

of resources is shared by a number of users.  The fairness index considers the allocation 

of resources to contending users, thus, all available resource can be allocated and effec-

tively used by a single user.  However, the CDI for multi-channel wireless networks 

considers the allocation of data channels to contending nodes (users), where a single 

channel is allocated to one or more nodes.  A single node can only use at most one data 

channel at a time, so there is no value in allocating one node more than one channel.  

Furthermore, if the number of nodes in a two-hop neighborhood is less than the number 

of available channels, some channels will be unused.  These unused channels should not 

be reflected as unfairness in the CDI. 

Secondly, in Jain, Chiu, and Hawe’s work [61, 62], a totally fair allocation has a 

fairness of 1 and a totally unfair allocation (with all resources given to only one user) has 

a fairness of 1/n, which is 0 in the limit as the number of users n tends to ∞.  Since the 

number of channels is, in general, limited, the CDI cannot be bounded between 0 and 1 

with an unlimited number of nodes and a limited number of channels if the Jain, Chiu, 

and Hawe’s definition of fairness [61, 62] is used.  The value of the CDI is bounded be-
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tween 0 and 1 considering a limited number of channels (as shown later in Figure 5.2). 

We define the CDI in Equation 1. 
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Here, n is the number of available channels, m is the number of neighboring nodes in-

cluding the current node, and xi is the number of nodes in the two-hop neighborhood us-

ing the ith channel (m = Σxi).  The CDI ranges from 0 to 1 and is maximized when all 

channels are fairly distributed to neighboring nodes. 

5.2.3  Continuity Analysis for CDI 

Figure 5.1 shows the CDI where two channels are allocated to 1 to 1000 nodes.  The 

number of nodes on each channel is shown indicated by the x-axis and the y-axis, while 

the CDI is shown on the z-axis.  As indicated in the graph, the CDI varies from 0 to 1 

and is continuous and well-behaved in the feasible range. 
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the continuity of the CDI. 

Figure 5.2 compares the bounds of the proposed CDI and Jain, Chiu, and Hawe’s 

fairness index [61, 62] for different numbers of channels.  The analysis is performed for 

the situation where the number of nodes using a particular channel increases, while all 

other channels are assigned to exactly one node each.  If there are n channels and m 

nodes, with n ≤ m, then exactly one channel is assigned to each of n–1 nodes and the re-

maining one channel is assigned to m–n–1 nodes.  If n > m, then one node uses each of 

the n channels.  The x-axis in Figure 5.2 denotes the number of nodes, m–n–1, sharing a 

single channel.  As the number of nodes sharing the one channel increases, the unfair-

ness also increases.  The CDI is bounded between 0 and 1, while Jain, Chiu, and Hawe’s 

fairness index [61, 62] is bounded between 1/n and 1, where n is the number of channels. 
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Figure 5.2: Comparison the CDI and Jain, Chiu, and Hawe’s fairness index. 

5.3  Channel Reallocation 

In multi-channel networks, channels can be unfairly assigned to nodes in a network as 

discussed in Section 5.1.  In particular, the channel convergence problem described in 

Section 4.6.2 can lead to an unfair channel distribution.  Depending on the network to-

pology and traffic pattern, the channel allocation can become unfair.   This unfairness 

can cause certain channels to become congested, while other channels are lightly utilized 

or even idle.  As a result, the unfairness in channel distribution can degrade network 

throughput, thus eliminating the benefits of multi-channel operation.   

In this section, we build on the channel distribution index and fairness issues dis-

cussed in Section 5.2, to identify the channel convergence problem using a wireless sen-

sor network scenario and propose a channel reallocation scheme.  The channel realloca-
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tion scheme enables nodes to adapt to changes in the channel distribution in the network 

resulting from changes in the network topology and traffic characteristics. 

5.3.1  Simulations with Random Transmission 

First, we perform simulations for random transmissions in single-hop and stationary and 

mobile multi-hop networks to investigate the unfair use of available channels.  For a 

single-hop network, nodes are placed within each other’s transmission range so that 

every source node can reach its destination node in a single hop.  For a stationary multi-

ple-hop network, nodes are randomly placed in a 670 m × 670 m square area and do not 

move.  The random waypoint model [63] is used for the mobile multi-hop network 

model with a 1000-second warm-up period [64] and a maximum speed of 5 m/s.  For all 

scenarios, one-half of the nodes are random sources and other half are random destina-

tions, and a proactive multi-channel routing protocol, DSDV-MC, proposed in Chapter 4 

is used. 

Figure 5.3 shows the channel distribution index (CDI) in different network scenar-

ios with random transmissions as the number of nodes increases.  In a single-hop net-

works, the channel distribution is relatively fair (CDI ≈ 1) after both the initial channel 

allocation and transmissions, labeled as “single-hop initial” and “single-hop,” respec-

tively, in Figure 5.3.  In multi-hop networks, the channel distribution becomes unfair 

after random transmissions due to the channel convergence in multi-hop connections.  

As a result, CDI decreases a bit from the initial allocation.  (In the figure, “multi-hop 

initial” indicates CDI after initial allocation, “multi-hop stationary” is CDI after random 

transmissions in a stationary network, and “multi-hop mobile” is CDI after random 

transmissions in a mobile multi-hop network)  However, the channel distribution is rela-
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tively fair for all cases with random transmissions, as indicated by CDI values being 

close to one. 
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Figure 5.3: Channel distribution index after random exchanges. 

5.3.2  Simulations with Channel Convergence 

In this section, we investigate the channel distribution in a scenario exhibiting channel 

convergence, i.e., where transmissions converge to one or a small number of destination 

nodes.  To illustrate the convergence problem, we consider a wireless sensor network.  

A wireless sensor network can, in practice, be composed of tens to thousands of wireless 

sensor nodes that are distributed across a wide area.  These nodes form a network by 

communicating with each other either directly or indirectly through other nodes.  In the 

model used here, one or more nodes serve as sink nodes that are capable of communicat-

ing with the other nodes, as shown in Figure 5.4 [36, 65]. 
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In general, there are two main common phases in a wireless sensor network.  In 

the first phase, the measurement phase, area monitoring results in an accumulation of 

data at each sensor node.  In the second phase, the data transfer phase, the collected data 

is transmitted to the processing center or intermediate nodes located within the sensor 

network.  We model a sensor network as a collection of distributed nodes that issue que-

ries and collect replies and results.  The collection of nodes forms a stationary multi-hop 

network, and nodes transmit data to a single sink node, which results in the channel con-

vergence problem. 

Sink

Sensor nodes

 

Figure 5.4: Example wireless sensor network architecture. 

For a stationary wireless sensor network simulation, nodes are randomly placed in 

a 670 m × 670 m square area and do not move.  A proactive multi-channel routing pro-

tocol, DSDV-MC, proposed in Chapter 4 is used.  A single node is designated as the 

sink node, and the rest of the nodes transmit to the sink node.  Figure 5.5 shows the 
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channel distribution index as a function of time with different numbers of nodes in the 

network.  As time progresses, nodes switch their data channel to the channel used by 

the associated sink (receiving) node to communicate and, eventually, all nodes share the 

single channel assigned to the sink node. 
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Figure 5.5: CDI values indicating the channel convergence problem. 

As shown in Figure 5.5, the channel convergence problem is likely to occur in the 

wireless sensor network, which leads to unfair channel use.  A wireless sensor network 

is one example network scenario that can induce the channel convergence problem.  

However, as discussed in Section 4.6.2, the channel convergence issue can occur, in gen-

eral, with receiver-based or transmitter-based channel allocation schemes.  Also, this 

problem can arise with negotiation-based channel allocation schemes unless properly de-

signed.  This unfairness in channel use can cause certain channels to become congested, 
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while other channels are lightly utilized or even idle.  As a result, the unfairness in 

channel distribution can degrade network throughput, thus eliminating the benefits of 

multi-channel operation.  

5.3.3  Channel Reallocation 

As discussed in Section 3.2.4, the channel assignment can be static or dynamic.  In static 

channel assignment, channels are assigned to each node and are used for the lifetime of 

the node in the network.  In dynamic channel assignment, channels are assigned dy-

namically based on criteria such as signal strength, current channel use, or remaining bat-

tery life.  Since the proposed multi-channel scheme based on RCA assigns channels 

during the initial phase, channels can be unfairly distributed and utilized as time goes on 

due to the characteristics of the RCA scheme.  As a result, the channel convergence 

problem, as discussed in Section 4.6.2 and illustrated in Section 5.3.2, can occur. 

To reduce the potential unfairness of channel distributions, we propose a channel 

reallocation scheme.  The proposed channel reallocation scheme enables nodes to adapt 

to changes in the channel distribution due to changes in the network topology and traffic 

characteristics.  A node using the channel reallocation scheme periodically determines 

the channel unfairness through the CDI.  The reference index is proposed as a metric or 

“yardstick” to judge the fairness.  A node defers its channel switch for a certain period 

since the channel distribution can be changed dynamically in an active network, which 

can diminish the problem of frequent channel changes. 
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Figure 5.6: Pseudocode for the channel reassignment procedure. 

Variables 

 m1: number of 1-hop away neighbor nodes 

m2: number of 2-hop away neighbor nodes 

Parameters 

 n: number of available channels 

 t: time interval 

 Tunfair: Period of unfairness 

 CRef(x): Reference index 

 Cl(x): CDI 

Function 

assign_chan() { 

get m1 from routing table 

if (the least used channels among m1 > 1) {                    (1) 

get m2 from routing table 

if (the least used channels among m2 out of (1) > 1) {         (2) 

    choose randomly from (2) 

 } else assign the least used channel 

} else assign the least channel 

} 

 

Channel Reallocation() 

foreach t 

get m1 from routing table 

   if (m1 < n) 

         n = m1 

compute Cl(x) with n 

   if Cl(x) < CRef(x) for Tunfair 

         assign_chan()  
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The procedure for channel reallocation, based on the channel distribution, is shown in 

Figure 5.6. 

The unfairness is determined by comparing CDI to a reference index (CRef) for 

some period of time (Tunfairness) since the unfairness can be temporary.  If a node 

switches the working channel instantly after the detection of unfairness according to the 

CDI, unnecessary frequent channel updates can occur in a network where the CDI fluc-

tuates frequently.  If a node does decided to reallocate channel use, it recalculates the 

channel distribution to find the best channel at that moment, as described in Section 4.2.1. 

With the proposed CDI, nodes are able to utilize a standardized reference threshold 

to determine the unfairness in a network.  The reference index (CRef) and the period of 

unfairness (Tunfairness) should be configured according to the expected nature of the net-

work topology and traffic pattern. (An adaptive reference index is discussed in Section 

8.3. as potential future work.)  In a network in which traffic flows are short lived and 

source-destination pairs change frequently and randomly, the period of unfairness (Tunfair-

ness) should be long enough to accommodate the frequent changes in traffic patterns.  In 

addition, the reference index should be relatively higher, since the channel distribution is 

high with randomly distributed traffic.  If the reference index is configured to be rela-

tively high, the channels can be reallocated fairly.  However, due to the high rate of real-

location, channel switching can occur frequently and, as a result, excessive overhead for 

channel switching and associated updates can occur. 

Simulation experiments and results for the channel reallocation scheme are dis-

cussed in Chapter 6. 
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5.4  Summary 

In this chapter, we presented the channel distribution index, a new metric to explore fair-

ness in multi-channel wireless ad-hoc networks.  Fairness in channel distribution, which 

results in a CDI value close to 1, implies that all channels are used equally.   As a result, 

network capacity increases because channel resources are used efficiently.   While most 

prior work focuses on the channel assignment problem and the multiple access control 

protocol for multi-channel operation, our study provides a method to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of channel assignment and distribution among neighboring nodes. 

Depending on the network topology and traffic pattern, only some of the available 

channels might be used, leading to unfairness.  This unfairness can cause certain chan-

nels to be congested while other channels are idle.  Unfairness can degrade network 

throughput.  Thus, nodes should detect and react to such unfairness to ensure effective 

use of available capacity.  The proposed CDI provides a means to evaluate unfairness.  

The continuity of the CDI and bounds on the CDI values were discussed to show that the 

proposed definition conforms to the required properties. 

Along with research on channel distribution and fairness, we identified the channel 

convergence problem through a wireless sensor network scenario and proposed the chan-

nel reallocation scheme.  The channel reallocation scheme enables nodes to adapt to 

changes of the channel distribution in the network according to the network topology and 

traffic characteristics. 

To our knowledge, this is the first study of the fairness of channel distribution in 

multi-channel wireless ad-hoc networks.  Future research can consider the use of the 
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CDI to guide channel reallocation to avoid the channel convergence problem demon-

strated in this research. 



 

98 

Chapter 6  Simulation Experiments and Results 

We used simulation to verify the new protocol and to compare the performance of  

DSDV-MC and OSPF-MCDS-MC [53, 60].  This chapter introduces the new node 

model and corresponding application program interface (API) and discusses simulation 

results.  Section 6.1 presents the modifications to the node model object and API.  Sec-

tion 6.2 discusses the simulation environment.  Simulation results for DSDV-MC and 

OSPF-MCDS-MC are summarized in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, respectively.  Simulation of 

channel reallocation with DSDV-MC is discussed in Section 6.3.3.  Finally, Section 6.5 

compares and discusses results.

6.1  Modifications to the Node Model Object 

The wireless model in the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) Monarch wireless exten-

sions to ns2 essentially consists of the MobileNode object at its core, with additional 

supporting features that allow simulation of multiple-hop ad-hoc networks and wireless 

LANs [66].  (Note that the Monarch project is now based at Rice University.) The Mobi-

leNode object is a basic ns2 Node object with added functionalities, including the capa-

bility for movement and the ability to transmit and receive on a channel that allows it to 
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be used to create simulation models of mobile and wireless networks.  A MobileNode 

object is created with an adhoc-routing agent and the network stack consisting of a link 

layer (LL), interface queue (IFq), MAC layer (MAC), and a network interface (netIF) 

with an antenna.  The MobileNode object is described by the schematic in Figure 6.1.

The MobileNode object implemented in the current version of ns2 does not sup-

port multiple interfaces, so it cannot access multiple channels simultaneously.  This ca-

pability is needed to simulate our proposed multi-channel scheme. 

For our simulation, we introduce a new MobileNode object that can access multi-

ple channels concurrently.  The new MobileNode object supports multiple interfaces.  

However, the MobileNode object in our model uses just two interfaces since we assume 

two physical interfaces for each mobile node.  The network stack in the new Mobi-

leNode model consists of a link layer and ARP module connected to LL, an interface pri-

ority queue, a MAC layer, and a network interface for each network protocol stack.  

These components are connected to the channel using the same propagation model as in 

the original MobileNode object.  The new MobileNode object is described by the sche-

matic in Figure 6.2. 

We, also, introduce a new API along with the new MobileNode object.  The new 

API provides the new MobileNode object with the channel switch function.  The API 

receives the channel index as a parameter and provides a way to unlink old channels 

from the physical layer and link a new channel.  The proposed API unlinks wireless 

channel from NetIF and links new wireless channel to NetIF, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of a MobileNode object in ns2 [67]. 
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the modified MobileNode object. 
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6.2 Simulation Experiments 

We perform simulation experiments using the ns2 simulator [66] with the CMU wireless 

extension [67] and the modified NodeModel object described in Section 6.1.  The bit 

rate for each channel is 2 Mbps and the transmission range of each node is configured to 

be approximately 250 m.  Each source node generates and transmits constant bit rate 

(CBR) traffic.  We run each simulation for 200 seconds of simulated time.  Each data 

point in the results is the average of 30 replications with different random seeds.  Unless 

otherwise specified, the packet size is 512 bytes and the packet arrival rate from each 

node is 50 packets per second.  The free space model [66] is used for the propagation 

model.  To study the impact of these factors, we also perform simulations with varying 

parameter values. 

Simulation experiments are performed for both single-hop and multiple-hop net-

work scenarios.  For the single-hop network simulations, all nodes are within the trans-

mission range of all other nodes, thus every source node can reach its destination node in 

a single hop.  For each scenario, half of the nodes are data sources and the other half are 

data destinations.  We consider both stationary and mobile ad-hoc networks for the mul-

tiple-hop network scenarios.  In the simulation of stationary nodes, nodes are randomly 

placed in a 670 m × 670 m square area and do not move.  In cases where node mobility 

is considered, the random waypoint model [63] is used with a 1000-second warm-up pe-

riod [64] and a maximum node speed of 5 m/s. 

We use the goodput as a performance metric for simulation results.  The goodput 

is the number of bits of user-level (above the network layer) information delivered over 
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the medium.  This measure includes neither packet headers nor overheads and, thus, is 

useful for measuring the performance as seen by higher layer protocols.  The goodput is 

calculated as the total number of information bits received at the destination divided by 

the simulation time. 

6.3  Results for DSDV-MC 

This section presents and briefly discusses simulation results for DSDV- MC.  Section 

6.3.1 describes the results for a single-hop network, Section 6.3.2 presents the results for 

multiple-hop networks, and Section 6.3.3 discusses the results for the channel realloca-

tion scheme. 

6.3.1  Results for Single-Hop Networks 

To investigate network capacity, we compare the goodput while varying the number of 

available channels and the number of nodes.  Figure 6.3 shows the goodput of DSDV 

and DSDV-MC routing protocols for different numbers of nodes and different numbers 

of channels. (In the figure, DSDV-MC-n indicates DSDV-MC used with n channels.)  

As the number of nodes increases, the goodput of DSDV-MC increases in proportion to 

the number of available channels.  As a result, the network saturation point increases as 

the number of channels increases, i.e., network capacity increases as the number of chan-

nels increases. 

Figure 6.4 shows the packet drop rate.  Since packets are distributed to more 

channels as the number of data channels increases, the packet drop rate decreases signifi-

cantly as the number of channels increases.  The goodput of the network also increases 
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in a multi-channel environment as the number of nodes increases. 

In a single-channel network, as used with standard DSDV, the drop rate increases 

sharply as the network becomes congested and more routing messages are likely to be 

dropped since routing messages and control packets share a single channel.  Although 

DSDV-MC requires additional overhead to advertise channel information along with 

routing information, the number of routing packets in the network is close to that for the 

single channel case, as shown in Figure 6.5, since routing packets are exchanged through 

the common control channel. 

Figure 6.6 shows the goodput for different numbers of channels and different 

packet sizes.  We vary the packet size from 100 to 1000 bytes.  Generally, the goodput 

is higher when the packet size is larger mainly because there is less control overhead.  

With larger packets, a larger amount of data is sent for each RTS/CTS exchange and, thus, 

contention for the channel occurs less frequently. 

When the packet size is small, the control channel can become a bottleneck if a 

channel negotiation scheme is used [25].  However, since DSDV-MC does not require 

channel negotiation, the common control channel does not become a bottleneck.  There-

fore, the goodput of DSDV-MC does not increase sharply as the packet size increases. 

We also measured the goodput of DSDV-MC when varying the packet arrival rate.  

The packet arrival rate is varied from 1 to 1000 packets per second at each node.  The 

results in Figure 6.7 shows that the goodput of the network increases as the network load 

increases.  The graph includes markers for the 95-percent confidence interval.  While 

DCA [27] does not benefit from having additional channels when the number of channels 

becomes large due to control channel saturation, the simulation results show that our 
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proposed scheme can fully utilize a relatively large number of channels. 
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Figure 6.3: Goodput for single-hop network with varying numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.4: Packet drop rate for single-hop network with varying numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.5: Routing packets for single-hop network with varying numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.6: Goodput for single-hop network with varying packet size. 
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Figure 6.7: Goodput for single-hop network with varying packet arrival rate. 

6.3.2  Results for Multiple-Hop Networks 

For multiple-hop network experiments, we first compare the goodput for different packet 

arrival rates in stationary and mobile multiple-hop networks.  Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show 

the goodput for DSDV-MC for different packet arrival rates in stationary and mobile 

multiple-hop networks, respectively.  The plots include 95-percent confidence intervals.  

As the network load increases, the goodput of DSDV-MC increases in proportion to the 

number of channels.  This indicates that the multi-channel routing scheme increases the 

network capacity even in a multiple-hop network.  However, due to the multiple-hop 

routing and node mobility, the maximum goodput for DSDV-MC in both stationary and 

mobile configuration is lower than that for a single-hop network.  Also, as may be in-

ferred from Figures 6.8 and 6.9, the smaller confidence interval indicates that the station-

ary network has less variability in performance than the mobile network. 
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We compare the number of routing messages for different numbers of nodes in sta-

tionary and mobile multiple-hop networks.  This simulation is done with the number of 

nodes varying from 40 to 100.  Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show that the number of routing 

messages in a multiple-hop network is higher than in a single-hop network, as shown in 

Figure 6.5.  This is due to the overhead of routing update messages, such as location and 

channel updates.  In addition, the number of routing messages with the multi-channel 

scheme is slightly higher than for single-channel DSDV due to the overhead of channel 

updates in a multiple-hop network. 
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Figure 6.8: Goodput for varying packet arrival rates for a stationary multiple-hop net-
work. 
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Figure 6.9: Goodput for varying packet arrival rates for a mobile multiple-hop net-

work. 
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Figure 6.10: Number of routing messages for varying numbers of nodes 
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in a stationary multiple-hop network. 
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Figure 6.11: Number of routing messages for varying numbers of nodes 

in a mobile multiple-hop network. 

6.3.3  Results for the Channel Reallocation Procedure 

For simulation experiments investigating the channel reallocation scheme, experiments 

are performed with DSDV-MC-3 (DSDV-MC with three available channels) [60] under 

three network scenarios, linear, single-hop, and multi-hop networks.  To demonstrate the 

channel convergence problem, we adopt a wireless sensor network scenario in which one 

or more or the nodes serve as sink nodes.  Assuming one sink node, as time progresses, 

nodes switch their data channel to the associated receiving node to communicate and, 

eventually, all nodes share the single channel assigned to the sink node. 

Simulation experiments with channel reallocation are performed using the ns2 

simulator [66] with the CMU wireless extensions [67].  The bit rate for each channel is 2 
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Mbps and the transmission range of each node is approximately 250 m.  Each source 

node generates and transmits CBR traffic.  We run each simulation for 200 seconds of 

simulated time.  Each data point in the results is the average of 30 replications with dif-

ferent random seeds.  Unless otherwise specified, the packet size is 512 bytes and the 

packet arrival rate from each node is 50 packets per second. 

For the simulation of a linear network, nodes are located such that a node can hear 

only two neighboring nodes.  Nodes initiate transmission of CBR traffic destined to the 

sink node located at the far end of network after the initial channel allocation.  For the 

single-hop network, nodes are placed within each other’s transmission range, thus every 

source node can reach its destination node in a single hop.  The sink node is placed ran-

domly in a network and nodes start the transmission after the channels are distributed.  

For the multiple-hop network, nodes are interconnected with neighboring nodes so that 

packets from source to destination can traverse multiple nodes.  Only a stationary sce-

nario is simulated.  The sink node is placed randomly in each network and nodes start 

transmission after channels are allocated. 

For all scenarios, the simulation is performed with a reference index (CRef) of 0.7 

and a period of unfairness (Tunfairness) of 10 seconds.  We model a sensor network as a 

collection of distributed nodes.  Nodes transmit data to a single sink node for all scenar-

ios.  To show the goodput and the channel distribution index, the simulation results are 

collected before and after the channels converge. 

6.3.3.1 Results for the Linear Topology 

First, we study the alteration of the channel distribution and the goodput in a linear net-
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work scenario.  Figure 6.12 indicates the CDI for varying numbers of nodes for the lin-

ear topology at different simulation points in times, specifically with the initial allocation 

in effect, after channel convergence occurs, and after channels are reallocated using the 

proposed scheme.  After the initial channel allocation, the channels are allocated fairly 

amongst nodes in a network (labeled as “Initial Allocation” in Figure 6.12).  However, 

after the transmission to the sink node, the CDI drops to zero due to the channel conver-

gence problem (labeled as “Channel Convergence”).  After the channel reallocation 

scheme is applied, nodes update their channel selection.  As a result, the CDI increases 

(labeled as “Channel Reallocation”).  The recovered CDI, however, is relatively low due 

to the interference with traffic unlike the initial allocation. 

Figure 6.13 shows the goodput for varying numbers of nodes.  “DSDV-MC-3” 

indicates the goodput of DSDV-MC with three channels under the same network topol-

ogy.  The curve labeled “DSDV” indicates the goodput of the single-channel network 

with the same network topology.  “DSDV-MC-3 after Convergence” shows the goodput 

after channels are converged.  As can be seen in Figure 6.13, the goodput of DSDV-MC 

with three channels after channel convergence is as low as that of DSDV since channels 

are all converged to the sink node’s data channel.  With the channel reallocation scheme, 

the goodput can be increased to be close to that of DSDV-MC-3 after the initial alloca-

tion. 
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Figure 6.12: CDI for linear network for varying numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.13: Goodput for linear network for varying numbers of nodes. 
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6.3.3.2 Results for the Single-Hop Network 

Similarly, the channel distribution and the goodput are examined for a single-hop net-

work scenario.  Figure 6.14 shows the CDI for varying numbers of nodes at different 

points in time related to channel allocation for the single-hop network.  Like  the simu-

lation results for the linear network, the CDI decreases to zero due to the channel con-

vergence problem after the transmission to the sink node (labeled as “Channel Conver-

gence” in Figure 6.14).  The CDI increases to 0.8 after channel reallocation (labeled as 

“Reallocation”).  We also note that the gain in the CDI is larger than that in the linear 

topology due to the characteristics of the network topology specifically that connections 

are all direct in a single-hop network. 

Figure 6.15 illustrates the goodput for varying numbers of nodes.  As the channel 

distribution converges, the goodput of the network drops as low as the goodput of the 

single-channel network.  The goodput is improved to be close to the value at the initial 

allocation after the channel reallocation scheme is applied.  We also note that the good-

put of the network does not increase as the number of nodes increases as in the linear 

network since the network is already congested. 
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Figure 6.14: CDI for the single-hop network for varying numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.15: Goodput for the single-hop network for varying numbers of nodes. 
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6.3.3.3 Results for the Multiple-hop Network 

In addition to simulations for varying numbers of nodes, the goodput for varying refer-

ence index values is examined in the multiple-hop network scenario.  Figure 6.16 shows 

the CDI for varying numbers of nodes at different points in time related to channel allo-

cation for the multiple-hop network.  To investigate the change in CDI, the simulations 

include random transmissions before beginning transmissions to the sink node.  The 

curve labeled “Initial Allocation” indicates the CDI after initial channel allocation.  The 

channel distribution decreases somewhat after the random transmission period, as indi-

cated by the “After Random Transmission” curve.  After the random transmission, the 

wireless sensor network traffic pattern is used, i.e., nodes transmit to a single sink node.  

The curve labeled “Convergence” shows the channel distribution after nodes transmit 

packets to the sink node.  Due to the channel convergence problem, the channel distribu-

tion index becomes zero, which indicates total unfairness. 

Figure 6.17 shows the goodput for varying numbers of nodes in a multiple-hop 

network.  The goodput of DSDV-MC-3 after the channel convergence is as low as the 

goodput of single-channel DSDV.  After the channel reallocation, the goodput increases.  

The results show that the goodput of a multiple-hop network is greater than that of a sin-

gle-hop network. 

Although the CDI increases due to the channel reallocation procedure, as indicted 

by the “After Reallocation” curve, the CDI does not increase to as high a level as with 

random transmission, as shown in Figure 6.16.  The CDI decreases with random trans-

missions after channel reallocation, as indicted by the “Transmission after Reallocation” 

curve.  This result suggests that the reference index value significantly affects the effec-
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tiveness of the channel reallocation procedure.  We simulate the frequency of channel 

reallocation as the reference index increases and investigate the relationship between the 

reference value and the goodput for the network. 

The reference value is varied from 0.1 to 0.9.  As seen in Figure 6.18, the 

goodput is a its peak with a reference index of about 0.5.  Goodput drops signifi-

cantly as the reference index increases beyond 0.5 since the higher reference index 

causes frequent channel reallocation as indicated in Figure 6.19.  Figures 6.18 and 

6.19 include indicators of the 95-percent confidence intervals. 
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Figure 6.16: CDI for multi-hop network for varying numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.17: Goodput for multiple-hop network for varying numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.18: Goodput for multiple-hop network for varying reference index. 
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Figure 6.19: Frequency of channel reallocation in a multiple-hop network 
for varying reference index. 

Since the optimum reference index can vary according to the network topology 

and traffic characteristics, the reference index should be adaptive.  An adaptive refer-

ence index is discussed as possible future work in Section 8.3. 

6.4  Results for OSPF-MCDS-MC 

This section presents and briefly discusses simulation results for OSPF-MCDS-MC. Sec-

tion 6.4.1 describes the results for a single-hop network and Section 6.4.2 presents the 

simulation results for multiple-hop networks. 

6.4.1  Results for Single-Hop Networks 

We first compare the proposed OSPF-MCDS-MC protocol with single-channel OSPF-
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MCDS in a single-hop network.  Figure 6.20 shows the goodput for OSPF-MCDS and 

OSPF-MCDS-MC routing protocols for different numbers of nodes and different num-

bers of channels.  As the number of nodes increases, the goodput of OSPF-MCDS-MC 

increases as the number of available channels increases until a saturation point is reached.  

As a result, the network saturation point increases as the number of channels increases.  

In other words, network capacity increases as the number of channel increases. 

Figure 6.21 shows the packet drop rates corresponding to the simulation of Figure 

6.20.  Since packets are distributed to more channels as the number of data channels in-

creases, the packet drop rate decreases significantly as the number of channels increases.  

The goodput of the network also increases in a multi-channel environment as the number 

of nodes increases. 

To investigate the overhead of routing messages, we use the overall size of routing 

messages and the routing message ratio (RMR) as metrics.  The RMR is defined as the 

ratio of routing messages to the offered load in the network.  As seen in Figures 6.22 

and 6.23, although OSPF-MCDS-MC requires additional overhead to advertise channel 

information along with routing information, the number of routing packets in the net-

work is close to that for the single-channel case.  However, in a single-channel network, 

the drop rate increases sharply as the network becomes congested and more routing mes-

sages are likely to be dropped since routing messages and control packets share a single 

channel.  Therefore, after the network is saturated, the number of routing messages is 

likely to increase sharply.  This is demonstrated in Figures 6.22 and 6.23 when the 

number of nodes increases and, in turn, the network load increases. 

Figure 6.24 shows the impact of different numbers of channels and packet sizes on 
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the goodput.  We varied the packet size from 100 to 1000 bytes.  Generally, the good-

put is higher when the packet size is larger mainly because there is a lower percentage of 

control overhead.  When the packet length reaches the RTS/CTS threshold, a larger 

amount of data is transmitted with RTS/CTS and, thus, contention for the channel occurs 

less frequently.  When the packet size is small, the control channel can become a bottle-

neck if channel negotiation [24, 25, 27] occurs via the control channel.  However, since 

OSPF-MCDS-MC does not require channel negotiation, the common control channel 

does not become a bottleneck.  Therefore, the goodput of OSPF-MCDS-MC does not 

increase sharply as the packet size increases. 

We also measured the goodput of OSPF-MCDS-MC while varying the packet arri-

val rate.  The packet arrival rate is varied from 1 to 1000 packets per second at each 

node with 30 nodes.  The results in Figure 6.25 indicate that the goodput of the network 

increases as the network load increases.  The graph includes 95-percent confidence in-

tervals.  While a scheme with channel negotiation [24, 25, 27] does not benefit from 

having additional channels when the number of channels becomes large due to control 

channel saturation, simulation results shows that our proposed scheme efficiently utilizes 

an increased number of channels. 
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Figure 6.20: Goodput for single-hop network for varying numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.21: Packet drop rate for single-hop network for varying numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.22: Routing messages for single-hop network  
for different numbers of channels and different numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.23: RMR for single-hop network  
for different numbers of channels and different numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.24: Goodput for single-hop network for varying packet size. 
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Figure 6.25: Goodput for single-hop network for varying packet arrival rate. 
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6.4.2  Results for Multiple-hop Networks 

Similarly, we compare the goodput and control overhead for OSPF-MCDS-MC in multi-

ple-hop networks.  Figures 6.26 and 6.27 illustrate the goodput of OSPF-MCDS-MC for 

different packet arrival rates in stationary and mobile multiple-hop networks, respectively.  

The 95-percent confidence intervals are shown.  As the network load increases, the 

goodput of OSPF-MCDS-MC increases with an increase in the number of channels.  

This indicates that the multi-channel routing scheme increases the network capacity even 

in a multiple-hop network.  However, due to the multiple-hop path and node mobility, 

the maximum goodput for OSPF-MCDS-MC in both stationary and mobile configura-

tions is lower than that for a single-hop network.  As may be inferred from Figures 6.26 

and 6.27, the smaller confidence interval indicates that the performance in the stationary 

network is more predictable than in the mobile network scenario. 

We analyze the number of routing messages for different numbers of nodes in sta-

tionary and mobile multiple-hop networks.  The number of nodes ranges from 40 to 900 

and any randomly selected destination should be reachable from the corresponding ran-

dom source node.  Figures 6.28 and 6.29 indicate that the number of routing messages 

in a multiple-hop network is higher than that of a single-hop network, as shown in Figure 

6.22, due to the extra overhead of routing update messages caused by node mobility.  In 

addition, the number of routing messages with the multi-channel system is slightly 

higher than that of single-channel system due to the channel update overhead in a multi-

ple-hop network. 

Finally, we examine the goodput with different numbers of channels and differ-

ent numbers of nodes in stationary and mobile multiple-hop networks.  Results are 
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shown in Figures 6.30 and 6.31. As the number of nodes increases, the results indicate 

that goodput increases as the number of channels increases. 
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Figure 6.26: Goodput for stationary multiple-hop network  
for different packet arrival rates. 
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Figure 6.27: Goodput for mobile multiple-hop network for different packet arrival 

rates. 
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Figure 6.28: Number of routing messages for stationary multiple-hop network  
for varying numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.29: Number of routing messages for a mobile multiple-hop network  
for varying numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.30: Goodput for stationary multiple-hop network  
for varying numbers of nodes. 
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Figure 6.31: Goodput for mobile multiple-hop network for varying numbers of nodes. 
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6.5  Discussion 

In this section, we compare simulation results for DSDV-MC and OSPF-MCDS-MC.  

We consider three metrics, goodput improvement, control overhead, and drop rate for 

varying numbers of channels.  

Figure 6.32 shows the goodput gain of DSDV-MC and OSPF-MCDS-MC.  

OSPF-MCDS reports the link state changes immediately after the link changes are de-

tected.  This implies that OSPF-MCDS requires relatively higher control overhead than 

DSDV.  As a result, as the number of channels increases, OSPF-MCDS-MC experi-

ences more improvement in goodput than DSDV-MC since the control channel is sepa-

rated from the data channel.  The gain in goodput for single-hop networks is higher than 

for multiple-hop networks since the simulation experiments are performed in a highly 

congested network (60 nodes for single-hop and multiple-hop networks). 

As indicated by Figure 6.33, OSPF-MCDS-MC requires less control overhead than 

single-channel OSPF-MCDS, while DSDV-MC requires more control messages than 

single-channel DSDV.  Since OSPF-MCDS reports link state changes immediately after 

link changes are detected, it can have a small average hop count at the cost of control 

overhead [6].  However, in a congested network, the control messages cause collisions 

with the data messages.  Thus, as the network congestion increases, the multi-channel 

scheme can improve the goodput and reduce the control overhead. 

A comparison of the drop rate for the multi-channel schemes is presented in Figure 

6.34.  As the number of channels increases, the drop rate for DSDV-MC and OSPF-

MCDS-MC decreases.  The drop rate in single-hop networks decreases sharply com-
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pared to the drop rate for multiple-hop networks since more packet loss occurs in a con-

gested single-hop networks than in single-hop multi-channel networks due to the heavy 

load. 
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Figure 6.32: Goodput gain for varying numbers of channels. 
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Figure 6.33: Control overhead for varying numbers of channels. 
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Figure 6.34: Drop rate for varying numbers of channels. 
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6.6  Summary 

In this chapter, we presented a new MobileNode object and a corresponding application 

program interface for simulation experiments using ns2.  The new node object can ac-

cess multiple channels concurrently and the new API provides the new node object with 

a way to assign different channels. 

Through simulation experiments, we showed that DSDV-MC and OSPF-MCDS-

MC successfully exploit multiple channels to improve network capacity for both single-

hop and multiple-hop network scenarios.  Simulation results indicate that DSDV-MC 

and OSPF-MCDS-MC increase the goodput for both single-hop and multiple-hop net-

works when compared to standard DSDV and OSPF-MCDS.  The results also show that 

the packet drop rate decreases significantly when the number of channels increases since 

packets are distributed over multiple channels.  The packet drop rate in a single-channel 

network increases rapidly as the offered load increases, especially in a multiple-hop net-

work. 

Results also suggest that the control channel did not become a performance bottle-

neck in DSDV-MC and OSPF-MCDS-MC since channel negotiation does not take place.  

In addition, we examined the number of routing packets, which reflects the routing over-

head.  Simulation results show that the number of routing packets in a network with 

DSDV-MC and OSPF-MCDS-MC was close the number in a single-channel network 

since nodes exchange routing packets through the common control channel. 

Simulation results with the channel reallocation procedure were also presented. 

Simulations were performed for three network configurations:  linear, single-hop, and 
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multiple-hop.  We showed that the channel reallocation scheme can reallocate channels 

in a relatively fair manner after channels are unfairly allocated due to the channel con-

vergence problem.  The reference index, CRef, is configured manually for these simula-

tions.  The reference index should be changed automatically (adaptively) so that the 

channel reallocation can adapt to changes in the network topology or traffic characteris-

tics. 

Finally, we compared improvements in goodput, control overhead, and drop rate 

for OSPFMCDS-MC and DSDV-MC for varying numbers of channels.  However, we 

did not provide a direct comparison between the two protocols due to a lack of proper 

characterization of different MANET protocols [9] and because this is beyond the scope 

of this research. 



 

134 

Chapter 7  Implementation and Experimental 

Results 

To demonstrate the multi-channel routing scheme, we extend the OLSR routing protocol 

to a multi-channel version, OLSR-MC and perform experimental validation.  This sec-

tion describes the implementation of the two key modules, the OLSR-MC Module 

(OMM) and the Virtual Interface Module (VIM).  In addition, new HELLO and Chan-

nel Update (CU) messages are introduced.  Architecturally, the Virtual Interface Module 

(VIM) is a loadable kernel driver and implements a virtual network adapter. 

In this chapter, we present our architecture and implementation as background for 

understanding.  Architectural implementation details are available in Section 7.1 and 

Section 7.2 for the OLSR-MC module and the VIM, respectively.  Issues regarding im-

plementation of multi-channel routing protocol are presented in Section 7.3.  The ex-

perimental results are presented and discussed in Section 7.4.
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7.1  OLSR-MC Module 

To realize OLSR-MC, we adapted the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) OLSR imple-

mentation, nrlolsrd, which consists of NRL-developed code [47].  It is designed to run 

on Microsoft Windows, Unix, and Mac OS X.  It supports both IP version 4 (IPv4) and 

IP version 6 (IPv6) and uses RFC 3626 packet formats with no Multiple Interface Decla-

ration (MID) messages [47].  We made modifications, described below, to the Linux 

version of nrlolsrd for OLSR-MC. 

7.1.1  Communication with the Virtual Interface Module 

The OLSR-MC module communicates with the Virtual Interface Module to populate the 

neighbor table (NBR table) in the VIM.  The neighboring nodes and channel informa-

tion in the NBR table are referenced to decide the data channel according to the destina-

tion node or next-hop node of the packet to transmit. 

The VIM is responsible for deciding when and how to switch the channel of the 

data interface according to the NBR table that is populated through communication with 

the OMM process.  If VIM decides to switch the data channel, the Channel Update 

packet is broadcast to neighboring nodes before the VIM switches the data channel.  

Upon receiving the CU message from a neighboring node, a node updates channel in-

formation in the routing table.  Since the VIM is loadable kernel module (LKM) [78] 

and is not able to create and transmit packets, it sends a signal to the OMM process to 

have OMM broadcast the CU message.  Figure 7.1 and Table 7.1 illustrate the signaling 

and messages between OMM and the VIM. 
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Figure 7.1: Signaling between OMM and the VIM. 

Table 7-1: Messages between the OMM and VIM. 

Message Direction Action 

add_nbr OMM ⇒ VIM 
OMM provides neighbor information 
for the NBR table in the VIM. 

rm_nbr OMM ⇒ VIM 
OMM removes neighbors from the 
NBR table in the VIM. 

channel update 
(CU) 

VIM ⇒ OMM 
The VIM sends a signal to have OMM 
broadcast a CU message. 

current channel 
query 

OMM ⇒ VIM and 

VIM ⇒ OMM 

The query from OMM to determine the 
current channel and the response with 
the current channel from the VIM. (This 
query follows a CU signal.) 

7.1.2  New Format for HELLO and Channel Update Messages 

A new HELLO message contains the channel index of each node as described in Section 

4.5.1.  Neighboring nodes update their neighbor (NBR) table based on this information.  

Given the link state information acquired through periodic message exchanges, as well as 

the interface configuration of the nodes, the routing table for each node can be computed.  

The interface in the routing table is configured to the VIM interface so that user data 

packets are forwarded to the virtual interface (see Figure. 4.6). 
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The Channel Update message is the new message intended to avoid the busy re-

ceiver problem in a multi-channel network, as described in Section 4.5.2.  If a node 

switches its data channel without any notification to its neighbors, the neighboring nodes 

can have stale channel information in their routing tables.  A node intending to change 

its channel broadcasts its new channel index using a CU message before it switches to 

the new channel (see Figure. 4.7). 

7.1.3  Delayed Initial HELLO Message 

When a node joins a multi-channel network, it needs to decide the initial data channel.  

In our scheme, this initial channel is selected based on the channels used by neighboring 

nodes.  The least used channel is selected.  Since data channel information is piggy-

backed with HELLO messages, a newly joined node defers sending its own HELLO 

message to receive HELLO messages from neighbors and select its initial data channel. 

It has been verified that this delay does not impede routing in OLSR.  When de-

ciding routes, channel information from one-hop neighbors is sufficient since a transmit-

ting node only needs to know the next-hop node’s data channel to forward packets.  

However, when selecting an initial channel, a node needs the channel information for 

both one-hop and two-hop neighbors since interference from two-hop neighbors should 

be considered. 

7.2  Virtual Interface Module 

The VIM is a logical network interface that does not provide any actual physical packet 

transmission.  A virtual interface can be used to implement special-purpose processing 
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of data packets, while avoiding the complexity of changes to the kernel’s network sub-

system.  It implements an interposition layer between Layer 2 (the link layer) and Layer 

3 (the network layer).  To higher-layer software, the virtual interface appears to be just 

another interface, albeit a virtual link.  Figure 7.2 illustrates the data flow through vir-

tual interface. 

…

User Space

Kernel Space
Routing Mechanism

VIM eth1 …

 

Figure 7.2: Data flow through the VIM. 

This design has several significant advantages.  First, higher-layer software runs 

unmodified over the multiple channels.  No modifications to network stack were re-

quired.  It increases the portability and transparency of the current protocol structure.  

Second, while we have currently implemented only the OLSR-MC protocol, the design, 

in principle, can support any ad-hoc routing protocol, such as DSR [11] or AODV [12]. 

7.2.1  Design Approach 

To leverage the portability and transparency of the current protocol structure, our imple-

mentation adopts a virtual interface scheme.  The virtual interface acts as the buffering 
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interface for outgoing packets and the end-point of communication with the OLSR-MC 

routing protocol.  Outgoing packets initiate channel-related functions, such as channel 

lookup, channel switch, etc., in the VIM and are forwarded to the physical data interface 

to be transmitted.  

The VIM determines the channel for the next-hop node, switches channels if 

needed, and forwards the packet to the data interface.  Since the virtual channel is asso-

ciated with the NIC for the data channel, the packets are not forwarded to the NIC for the 

control channel.  Multicast and broadcast packets do not traverse the VIM since they are 

transmitted through the control channel.  Figure 7.3 illustrates the data flow. 

7.2.2 User Data Flow 

The following steps describe the flow of user data packets. 

1) User data packets from the upper layer trigger the forwarding function to examine 

the routing table to determine the route (next-hop node) and the interface on 

which to transmit.  OLSR-MC updates the entries in the routing table and modi-

fies the interface entry by replacing the physical interface with the virtual inter-

face so that packets are forwarded to the VIM. 
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Figure 7.3: Illustration of data flow. 

2) When a user data packet arrives at the VIM, the VIM examines the NBR table in 

the VIM to determine the data channel of a destination node (or next-hop node).  

The VIM updates the NBR table as needed through communications with OMM. 

3) If the data channel of the destination node or next-hop node is different from the 

current data channel of the transmitting node, the transmitting node’s data chan-

nel is switched according to information in the NBR table.  The VIM sends a 

channel update signal to OMM to trigger the broadcast of a CU message.  If the 

destination’s data channel is the same as the current data channel, packets are for-

warded to the data interface without changing the channel. 

4) When OMM receives a CU signal from the VIM, it acquires the new channel in-
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dex from the VIM and broadcasts a CU message. 

5) The VIM forwards the packet to the NIC for the data channel.  Multicast and 

broadcast packets are forwarded to the control interface. 

7.2.3  Neighbor Table 

The neighbor table in the VIM is populated through communication with OMM.  The 

message types and signals between the VIM and OMM are presented in Section 7.1.1.   

The neighbor table in the VIM maintains a set of neighbor tuples based on the link tuples.  

Tuple information is updated according to changes in the Link Set by OMM. The 

neighbor tuple is the combination of one-hop neighbor, non-one-hop neighbor, and chan-

nel information.  When a new link appears, that is, a new link tuple is created, the asso-

ciated neighbor tuple must be created in the VIM if it does not already exist. 

Each time a link changes, that is, each time the information in a link tuple is modi-

fied in OMM and a CU message is received, the neighbor table must be updated.  Each 

time a link is deleted, that is, each time a link tuple is removed in OMM, the associated 

neighbor tuple in the VIM must be removed.  These rules ensure that there is exactly 

one associated neighbor tuple in the neighbor table. 

7.2.4  VIM Functions 

The VIM performs the following functions. 

7.2.4.1 Table Lookup and Communication with OLSR-MC 

The VIM looks up the destination of the packet to determine the data channel so that a 
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node can switch the channel according to the destination node or next-hop node.  The 

VIM keeps the NBR table, which is updated through communication with OMM.   The 

NBR table is a simple linked list with the IP address and channel information and can 

increase and decrease in size dynamically according to neighbor information from OMM.  

If events occur in OMM, such as detection of a new neighbor node, channel update, or 

neighbor deletion, OMM calls ioctl (the input/output control system call) provided by the 

VIM to update the neighbor table.  Since the VIM is not able to transmit packets, it sig-

nals to OLSR-MC to broadcast a CU message. 

7.2.4.2 Packet Lookup and Channel Switch  

The VIM looks up the destination IP address of each packet and decides the channel in-

dex by referring to the neighbor table.  If the channel of a destination node is different 

from the current channel, the VIM switches the data channel to transmit a packet to the 

destination node and notifies OMM of the channel switch.  This channel update notifica-

tion triggers OMM to acquire the new channel index from the VIM and to broadcast a 

CU message. 

7.2.4.3 Forwarding packets to the physical interface (data interface) 

After the channel index is determined, packets from the virtual interface module are for-

warded to the physical interface for transmission.  

7.3  Implementation Issues 

In this section, we discuss the issues we experienced during implementation of OLSR-
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MC. 

7.3.1  Multiple-hop Networks 

A MANET is a self-configuring network of mobile routers connected by wireless links, 

the union of which form an arbitrary topology.  Nodes are free to move randomly and 

organize themselves arbitrarily.  Thus, the network's wireless topology may change rap-

idly and unpredictably.  Additionally, mobile nodes can create multiple-hop networks.  

If the final destination of packets is not one hop away, the IP address and the MAC ad-

dress of packets are different.  The MAC address specifies the next-hop node (or default 

gateway), and the IP address specifies the final destination node’s interface.  When a 

node receives a packet that is not destined to the node itself, it has to forward the packet, 

if possible.  

If the VIM checks only the destination IP address to determine the channel infor-

mation and the final destination is not one hop away, the neighbor table should provide 

information for the next hop-node or default gateway.  Therefore, the NBR table in the 

VIM includes channel information for a destination and a neighbor node (or gateway 

node).  

7.3.2  Number of Virtual Interfaces 

As indicated above, the virtual interface scheme is adopted to leverage the portability and 

transparency of the current Linux protocol structure in our implementation.  Based on 

the number of virtual interfaces, we can categorize different design approaches based on 

use of a single virtual interface or multiple virtual interfaces. 
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With a multiple virtual interface scheme, the number of virtual interfaces is the 

same as the number of NICs.  Since each NIC in a node looks at a channel, the number 

of virtual interfaces is the same number of physical interfaces, as shown in Figure 7.4.  

In such multiple virtual interface scheme, each virtual channel handles packets for the 

each available channel.  An advantage of this approach is reduction of the overhead to 

examine the neighbor table for channel information since the channel for the destination 

node (or next-hop node) is already known by virtue of knowing the virtual interface.  

However, the VIM must update the interface entry in the routing table according to dy-

namic changes in the channels used by other nodes. 

Our design uses the single virtual interface approach.  With the single virtual in-

terface scheme, a single virtual interface handles all packets.  All packets are forwarded 

to the virtual interface, and the channel switch is performed by the virtual interface mod-

ule according to the destination of each packet.  Therefore, the virtual interface per-

forms channel selection, channel switching, and packet forwarding to the physical inter-

face.  The single virtual interface scheme does not require updating he routing table as 

frequently as with a multiple virtual interface scheme.  The drawback of the single vir-

tual interface scheme is the added overhead to look up the channel information in the 

neighbor table for every individual packet. 
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Figure 7.4: Multiple virtual interface scheme. 

7.3.3  Address Resolution 

“The term address resolution refers to the process of finding an address of a computer in 

a network.  The address is "resolved" using a protocol in which a piece of information is 

sent by a client process executing on the local computer to a server process executing on 

a remote computer.  The information received by the server allows the server to 

uniquely identify the network system for which the address was required and therefore to 

provide the required address.  The address resolution procedure is completed when the 

client receives a response from the server containing the required address [68].” 

The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is a protocol used in IPv4 to map IP net-

work addresses to the hardware addresses used by a data link protocol.  For IPv6, 

ICMPv6 neighbor discovery replaces ARP for resolving network addresses to link-level 

addresses.  IPv6 neighbor discovery also handles changes in link-layer addresses, in-
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bound load balancing, anycast addresses, and proxy advertisements.  Nodes requesting 

the link-layer address of a target node multicast a neighbor solicitation message with the 

target address [68, 69]. 

An ARP miss occurs when a node cannot resolve the MAC address of a data inter-

face, which normally occurs if the ARP request cannot be delivered to the destination 

node or next-hop node.  An ARP miss can occur in the proposed multi-channel imple-

mentation if a sending node’s data channel is different from the receiving node’s data 

channel.  Address resolution packets cannot be heard by the destination node or the 

next-hop node due to the lack of channel synchronization. 

To resolve such ARP misses in our implementation, address resolution messages 

are exchanged over the control channel, which is reasonable since the address resolution 

messages are broadcast or multicast packets.  Our implementation synchronizes the 

ARP caches for the control and data interfaces, which are separate caches.  The ARP 

cache of the data interface is populated by the ARP cache of the control interface, which 

requires modification of the ARP request mechanism since the ARP request should be 

transmitted through the control interface.  Reception of address resolution messages re-

freshes the ARP cache of the control interface as well as data interface. 

7.3.4  Routing Table Manipulation 

Each node in a network maintains a routing table that directs it to route data destined for 

other nodes.  The routing table is based on information contained in the local link in-

formation base and the topology set.  Therefore, if any of these sets are changed, the 

routing table is recalculated to update the route information for each destination in the 
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network.  The route entries are recorded in the routing table using the format given in 

Figure 7.5. 

Destination Gateway Metric Iface 

Figure 7.5: Format of routing table entries 

Each entry in the table consists of the destination, gateway, metric, and local inter-

face address.  Such an entry specifies that the node identified by “destination address” 

is estimated to be “metric” hops away from the local node, that the symmetric neighbor 

node with interface address “gateway” is the next-hop node in the route to “destination,” 

and that this symmetric neighbor node is reachable through the local interface with the 

address “Iface.” 

In our implementation, the VIM interface replaces the physical interface as the 

“Iface” entry when the routing table is recalculated to update route entries so that the 

symmetric neighbor node can be reached through the VIM interface.  As the VIM inter-

face forwards packets to the symmetric neighbor node, it performs the functions pre-

sented in Section 7.2.4. 

Another issue regarding the routing table is how to handle Host and Network As-

sociation (HNA) messages.  An HNA message is issued periodically to provide connec-

tivity from an OLSR-enabled interface (or interfaces) to a non-OLSR-enabled interface 

(or interfaces).  A node may be equipped with multiple interfaces, some of which may 

not participate in the OLSR-routed network.  These non OLSR interfaces may be point-

to-point connections to other singular hosts or may connect to separate networks.  A 
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node should be able to inject external route information into the OLSR network.  An 

HNA message contains sufficient information for the recipients to construct appropriate 

routing table entries.  Upon receiving an HNA message, the VIM interface is configured 

as an appropriate local interface in the routing table [7]. 

7.4  Experimental Results for OLSR-MC 

We performed experiments with OLSR and OLSR-MC implemented on Redhat Linux 

[70] using Iperf [71] to measure throughput.  Our test bed uses the Xircom CreditCard 

IEEE 80211b NIC with the Orinoco device driver for both OLSR and OLSR-MC.  Each 

system is equipped with two PC Card NICs to access the control and data channel simul-

taneously for the multi-channel scheme.  Since IEEE 802.11b, which has three non-

overlapping channels, is used, two data channels and one control channel are used for 

experiments. 

The bit rate for each channel is set to 2 Mbps at the MAC layer.  This allows 

comparison with ns2 results.  Each source node generates and transmits constant bit rate 

(CBR) traffic.  We ran each transmission for 100 seconds and each data point in the re-

sults is the average of 30 replications.  Unless otherwise specified, the packet size is 

1470 bytes and the arrival rate from each node is 2 Mbps.  Half of the nodes were data 

sources and the other half were data destinations. 

Figure 7.6 shows the maximum throughput for each node for different arrival rates 

with two and three connections with OLSR and OLSR-MC.  We use the maximum 

throughput as a performance metric for experimental results.  The maximum throughput 

is the amount of data received in a specific amount of time as measured by the Iperf ap-
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plication between the sender-receiver pair.  As the number of nodes increases (the num-

ber of connections increases), the maximum throughput decreases in both the single-

channel and multi-channel environment due to channel saturation.  The maximum 

throughput in the multi-channel network with OLSR-MC is higher than that in the sin-

gle-channel network using OLSR since the network saturation point increases as the 

number of channels increases.  So, network capacity increases as the number of chan-

nels increases, at least to a point. 

Figure 7.7 shows the maximum throughput for different packet sizes with two and 

three connections with OLSR and OLSR-MC.  The figure also includes the maximum 

theoretical throughput as a reference.  We vary the packet size from 100 to 1400 bytes.  

The maximum throughput is the average of the throughput as measured by Iperf at the 

receivers.  Generally, the throughput is higher when the packet size is larger mainly be-

cause there is less control overhead.  With larger packets, a larger amount of data is sent 

for each RTS/CTS exchange and, thus, contention for the channel occurs less frequently. 

When the packet size is small, the control channel can become a bottleneck if a 

channel negotiation scheme is used [25].  However, since OLSR-MC does not require 

channel negotiation, the common control channel does not become a bottleneck.  There-

fore, the throughput of OLSR-MC does not increase sharply as the packet size increases. 

The throughput of the multi-channel system with one connection (MC 1 connec-

tions) is slightly lower than that of the single-channel system with one connection (SC 1 

connection) due to the overhead of having multiple interfaces in the system.  Likewise, 

the throughput of the multiple-channel system with two connections (MC 2 connections) 

is lower than the multi-channel system with one connection (MC 1 connection). 
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The “Reference” curve in Figure 7.8 is the theoretical maximum throughput, 

measured at the transport layer at the receiver, which can be achieved by IEEE 802.11b.  

To simplify the calculation of the theoretical maximum throughput, we assume that there 

is only one sender and receiver pair in the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer’s Distributed Coor-

dination Function (DCF) mode with no interfering stations nearby.  We also assume that 

the channel is error-free and we neglect propagation delays.  IEEE 802.11 PHY charac-

teristics and associated calculations are presented in Appendix C.  Due to the physical 

and MAC layer overhead from the header, checksum, and back-off process, the through-

put of one connection for both single-channel and multi-channel schemes is lower than 

the theoretical maximum throughput. 

Although OLSR-MC requires additional overhead to advertise channel information 

along with routing information, the number of routing packets in the network is close to 

that for the single-channel case.  In a single-channel network, as used with standard 

OLSR, the drop rate increases sharply as the network becomes congested and more rout-

ing messages are likely to be dropped since routing messages and data packets share a 

single channel.  At the expense of an extra channel for control messages, OLSR-MC 

provides relatively lower congestion than the single-channel network. 

In this experiment, multiple destination nodes use the different channels.  Sending 

nodes transmit packets to the nodes in the two data channels with intervals of 1, 3 and 5 s.  

Therefore, in the case of a 1-second interval, each sending node switches its data channel 

and broadcasts a CU message with an interval of 1 second.  As seen in Figure 7.8, there 

is no overhead in the situation where there is no channel switching.  The overhead of 

advertising a channel update with routing messages in OLSR-MC increases slightly as 
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the interval decreases.  However, the number of messages is still close to the number of 

the single-channel case. 
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Figure 7.6: Maximum throughput for varying arrival rate. 
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Figure 7.7: Throughput with varying packet size. 
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Figure 7.8: Data rate for routing messages for different numbers of nodes. 
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7.5  Summary 

In this section, we presented our implementation of OLSR-MC and performed experi-

mental validation.  For the OLSR-MC implementation, we modified the NRL version of 

OLSR, nrlolsrd.  We proposed a new HELLO message format to include the channel 

index and a new Channel Update message to avoid the busy receiver problem in a multi-

channel network.  For channel initialization, we introduce a scheme to delay transmis-

sion of the initial HELLO message. 

We also proposed the use of the logical network interface, VIM, to carry out the 

channel-related functions while maintaining portability and transparency.  The VIM de-

cides the data channel according to the destination node or the next-hop node for a 

packet.  The VIM, also, communicates with OLSR-MC to populate the neighbor table, 

forwards packets to the physical data interface, and switches its data channel if needed. 

The experimental results show that the network saturation point increases as the 

number of channels increase, i.e., network capacity increases as the number of channels 

increases.  We also show that the number of routing messages for the multi-channel 

scheme is close to the number of routing messages for the single-channel case, although 

OLSR-MC requires additional overhead to advertise channel information as well as rout-

ing information.
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Chapter 8  Conclusions and Future Work 

In this chapter, we summarize our research, highlight contributions, and discuss potential 

future research. 

8.1  Summary 

We presented the design, implementation, and analysis of a multi-channel routing proto-

col that utilizes multiple channels in mobile ad-hoc networks such that multiple commu-

nications can occur simultaneously to improve network capacity.  The proposed scheme 

requires only minor changes to a proactive routing protocol and no modifications to the 

current IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, while most other schemes for multi-channel opera-

tion require modification of the MAC protocol [3, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 

31, 33, 34].

The proposed proactive routing protocol provides not only a routing mechanism, 

but also a method to gather channel information to enable efficient channel assignment.  

To share routing advertisements among neighboring nodes, our scheme divides the net-

work layer into control and data planes.  This scheme decreases the potential ineffi-

ciency of a proactive routing protocol that results from the need for periodic transmission 
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of routing updates by avoiding competition with unicast user data.  Advertisements of 

routing information are transmitted through the control channel and unicast user packets 

(packets from an upper layer) are sent using the data channel.  Broadcast and multicast 

user packets are sent using the control channel. 

To demonstrate integration with existing proactive routing protocols, we have de-

signed extensions of DSDV and OSPF-MCDS, called DSDV-MC and OSPF-MCDS-MC, 

respectively.  We also performed simulation experiments with DSDV-MC and OSPF-

MCDS-MC.  We proposed a new HELLO message format to include the channel index 

and a new Channel Update message to avoid the busy receiver problem in a multi-

channel network.  For channel initialization, we introduce a scheme to delay transmis-

sion of the initial HELLO message.  

For simulation studies, we introduced a new MobileNode model with a corre-

sponding application program interface for ns2.  The new node model can access multi-

ple channels concurrently and the new API provides the new node model with a way to 

assign different channels.    

Simulation results showed that DSDV-MC and OSPF-MCDS-MC successfully ex-

ploit multiple channels to improve network capacity.  Results imply that the packet drop 

rate decreases significantly when the number of channels increases since packets are dis-

tributed to more channels.  Results also show that the control channel does not become 

a bottleneck in DSDV-MC and OSPF-MCDS-MC since the proposed scheme does not 

require per-packet channel negotiation using the control channel.  In addition, the num-

ber of routing packets in a network with DSDV-MC and OSPF-MCDS-MC is close to 

the number for routing packets for a single-channel system since routing packets are ex-
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changed using the common control channel.  We also compared goodput, control over-

head, and drop rate for OSPF-MCDS-MC and DSDV-MC for a varying number of chan-

nels. 

In addition to simulation, we implementated OSPF-MCDS-MC and conducted test 

bed experiments to validate simulation results and to examine practical issues in the use 

of the multi-channel scheme.  For the implementation, we modified the NRL version of 

OLSR, nrlolsrd.  We propose the use of the logical network interface, VIM, to perform 

channel-related functions, while maintaining portability and transparency.  The VIM 

selects the data channel according to the destination node or the next-hop node of a 

packet.  The VIM, also, communicates with OLSR-MC to populate the neighbor table, 

forwards the packets to the physical data interface, and switches its data channel if 

needed. 

The experimental results show that the network saturation point increases as the 

number of channel increases, i.e., the scheme can provide an increase in network capac-

ity as the number of channels increases.  We also show that the number of routing mes-

sages with the multi-channel scheme is close to the number of such messages for the sin-

gle-channel scheme, although OLSR-MC requires additional overhead to advertise chan-

nel information as well as routing information.  

The ultimate goal is to achieve N times the goodput compared to a single-channel 

system when N channels are available.  Since the control channel does not become a 

bottleneck and the number of control (routing) messages does not increase significantly, 

our proposed scheme does come reasonably close to achieving this goal for a modest 

number of channels.  Efficiency in channel utilization degrades as the number of chan-
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nels increases due to traffic characteristics and since, in our study, we use a single trans-

ceiver per node for data. 

Along with a proactive routing protocol for multi-channel networks, we presented 

the channel distribution index, a new metric to explore fairness in multi-channel wireless 

ad-hoc networks.  Even though available channels are fairly distributed initially, they 

can become unfairly distributed due to channel assignment characteristics such as the 

channel convergence problem.  If channels are distributed unfairly, the proposed multi-

channel routing scheme is not able to exploit the multiple channels and, as a result, the 

network capacity cannot be utilized effectively. 

The proposed metric, the Channel Distribution Index (CDI), indicates the fairness 

of channel distribution from the perspective of an individual node (the local CDI) and the 

network (the global CDI).  The index is calculated based on channel information in a 

routing table.  The CDI indicates the dynamic channel distribution among neighboring 

nodes.  The purpose of this metric is to measure the balance of the channel distribution.  

Fairness in channel distribution, which results in a CDI value close to 1, implies that all 

channels are used equally.  As a result, network capacity increases because channel re-

sources are used efficiently.   

Simulation results show that the CDI indicates the fairness of channel distribution 

in multi-channel networks.  The results also suggest that if channels are distributed un-

fairly, as indicated by a CDI value close to 0, the multiple channels cannot be effectively 

exploited and the goodput decreases. 

While most prior work focuses on the channel assignment problem and multiple 

access control protocols for multi-channel operation, our study provides a method to 
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evaluate the effectiveness of channel assignment and distribution among neighboring 

nodes.  Depending on the network topology and traffic pattern, only some of the avail-

able channels might be used, leading to unfairness.  This unfairness can cause certain 

channels to be congested while other channels are idle.  Unfairness can degrade net-

work throughput.  Thus, nodes should detect and react to such unfairness to ensure ef-

fective use of available capacity.  The proposed CDI provides a means to evaluate un-

fairness. 

The analysis of continuity and bounds of the CDI were discussed to show that the 

proposed definition has desirable properties. A channel reallocation scheme was pro-

posed based on the CDI with the objective of reducing the impact of the channel conver-

gence problem. 

Along with the research on channel distribution and fairness, we illustrated the 

channel convergence problem using a wireless sensor network scenario and proposed a 

channel reallocation scheme.  The channel reallocation scheme enables nodes to adapt to 

changes in the channel distribution in the network due to network topology and traffic 

characteristics. 

8.2  Contributions 

The example proactive protocols based on our multi-channel routing scheme, DSDV-MC, 

OSPF-MCDS-MC, and OLSR-MC indicate that it is possible to provide not only routing, 

but also channel information to assign channels efficiently without channel negotiation, 

channel scanning, and synchronization.  It also verifies that utilization of multiple chan-

nels in ad-hoc networks provides the benefits of increasing network capacity and increas-
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ing efficiency by reducing the probability of collisions.  

Multi-channel schemes are becoming more attractive as the cost of transceivers 

decreases and the capacity requirements for potential ad-hoc network applications in-

crease.  Most past research on multi-channel schemes for ad-hoc networks are per-

formed from the MAC layer’s perspective.  Our research provides a different approach 

to utilize multiple channels.  We believe that future research based on our work can be 

valuable to the MANET research community.  The proposed routing protocol can also 

provide insight for future cross-layer design research [44, 72, 73, 74] in a multi-channel 

environment. 

To our knowledge, the study of the fairness of channel distribution and utilization 

has not been performed before.  As the cost of transceivers drops due to hardware tech-

nology improvements and network capacity needs increase, the utilization of available 

multiple channels will be an effective approach to improve the throughput of wireless 

networks.  More importantly, our research on the channel distribution and utilization 

metrics can aid the study of multi-channel schemes.  Our proposed new metrics for 

multi-channel environments can be used to evaluate a multi-channel scheme in terms of 

the fairness of channel distribution and utilization.  In addition, the metrics can provide 

guidance for one to choose proper multi-channel scheme. 

We also believe that the new node model in ns2 introduced to simulate a node with 

multiple interfaces and the corresponding API can be used for further research on multi-

channel schemes.  Implementation issues presented for multi-channel extension imple-

mentation can be applied and adapted to further research on multi-channel routing proto-

cols.  Since we designed and implemented the VIM to provide portability and transpar-
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ency of the current protocol structure, it can be combined with any typical proactive rout-

ing protocol. 

8.3  Future Directions 

Utilization of multiple channels in multiple-hop ad-hoc networks and mesh networks has 

received increasing attention from the research community in recent years.  There are 

many active research projects concerned with multi-channel and channel assignment in 

MANETs and mesh networks.  This section focuses on promising future research direc-

tions based on our research. 

In our simulations, we assumed that the channel switching overhead is negligible.  

However, we should not ignore the channel switching overhead if it happens frequently.  

This situation is described as the “frequent channel switching” problem [20, 26].  Fur-

ther study of methods to reduce the frequency of channel switching is also a promising 

research direction.  Such a study might aid in the design of MANET routing protocols 

that conserve energy, improve network lifetime, and improve overall performance. 

The current implementation of the channel reallocation scheme requires that the 

reference index and time interval be configured manually.  However, based on network 

topology and traffic characteristics, the channel distribution can be changed dynamically.  

Consequently, the reference index should adjust dynamically to these changes.  An 

adaptive reference index is proposed to support dynamic changes of the CDI.  Nodes 

can calculate the CDI and adapt the reference index for changes of the CDI.  For the 

adaptive reference index, we will analyze the relationship between traffic characteristics 

and the CDI in depth so that the reference index can be adjusted appropriately according 
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to the network environment.  

Along with further investigation of the proposed channel distribution index, more 

investigation of the channel utilization index is, also, a potential future research direction.  

The channel utilization index (CUI) indicates the fairness of channel utilization from a 

network perspective.  The purpose of this metric is to indicate the balance of channel 

utilization.  Fair channel utilization implies that all channels are exploited equally, 

which leads to an increase in network capacity. 

The fairness index can be derived from the fairness index of Jain, Chiu, and Hawe 

[61] and Chiu and Jain [62] and is computed as follows. 

CUI = 

∑
∑

=

=
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1
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                                    (2) 

Here, n is the number of channels available in the network and yi is the number of mes-

sages transmitted successfully in the ith channel in the network.  CUI ranges from 0 to 1 

and is maximized when all channels are fairly utilized in network. 

Cross-layer design is another promising research direction.  For CUI estimation, 

channel usage information in lower layer should be needed for the dynamic wireless en-

vironment.  In addition, since proactive routing protocols can provide full topology in-

formation, it is possible to use this information to tune the parameters of lower and/or 

higher layer protocols. 
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Appendix A 
 
List of Acronyms 
 
ACK Acknowledgment 

AODV Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector 

AP Access Point 

API Application Program Interface 

ARP  Address Resolution Protocol 

ATIM Announcement (Ad-hoc) Traffic Indication Message 

AWINN Advanced Wireless Integrated Navy Network 

BAR Bandwidth-Aware Routing 

BSS Basic Service Set 

C2M Control Channel-based MAC 

CA Channel Assignment 

CAM Channel Access Method 

CBR Constant Bit Rate 

CCA Clear Channel Assessment 

CCH Control Channel 

CDI  Channel Distribution Index 

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access 

CFI Contention-Free Interval 

CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check 
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CRI Contention Reservation Interval 

CS Carrier Sensing 

CSA Channel Scheduling Algorithm 

CSMA/CA  Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoid-
ance 

CTS Clear-to-Send 

CU  Channel Update 

CUI  Channel Utilization Index 

DCA Dynamic Channel Assignment 

DCF Distributed Coordination Function 

DCH Data Channel 

DIFS Distributed Inter-Frame Space 

DPC Dynamic Private Channel 

DSDV-MC Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector for Multi-
Channel 

DSR Dynamic Source Routing 

DUCHA Dual Channel MAC 

ESS Extended Service Set 

ETT/WCETT Expected Transmission Time/Weighted Cumulative 
ETT 

FCA Fixed Channel Allocation 

FI Fairness Index 

HCA Hybrid Channel Allocation 

IBSS Independent BSS 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

INSTC Interference Survival Topology Control 

IP Internet Protocol 

IWMN Infrastructure Mesh Networks 
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LAN  Local Area Network 

LDD Link Database Description 

LKM  Loadable Kernel Module 

LSD Link State Description 

MAC  Medium Access Control 

MAP Multi-channel Access Protocol 

MANET  Mobile Ad-Hoc Network 

MC Multi-Channel 

MID Multiple Interface Declaration 

MR-LQSR Multi-Radio Link-Quality Source Routing 

MMAC Multi-channel MAC 

MPR Multipoint Relay 

MUP Multi-radio Unification Protocol 

NAV  Network Allocation Vector 

NAVCIITI Navy Collaborative Integrated Information 
Technology Initiative 

NBR Neighbor 

NCA Negotiation-based Channel Assignment 

NCTS Negative CTS 

NIC  Network Interface Card 

NPDU Network Protocol Data Unit 

NRL Naval Research Laboratory 

NRLOLSRD Naval Research Laboratory Optimized Link State 
Routing Daemon 

NS  Neighbor Solicitation 

OMM  OLSR-MC Module 

OLSR Optimized Link State Routing 
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OLSR-MC Optimized Link State Routing for Multi-Channel 

OSPF-MCDS-MC Open Shortest Path First with Minimum Connected 
Dominating Sets for Multi-Channel 

PCAM Primary Channel Assignment-based MAC 

PCA Pairwise Code Assignment 

PCF Point Coordination Function 

PHY  Physical 

PLCP Physical Layer Convergence Protocol 

PRN Packet Radio Network 

QOS Quality of Service 

RCA Receiver-based Channel Assignment 

RFC Request for Comment 

RMR  Routing Message Ratio 

RRTS Reply to RTS 

RTS Request-to-Send 

SHARP Sharp Hybrid Adaptive Routing Protocol 

SIFS Short Inter-Frame Space 

SSCH Slotted Seeded Channel Hopping 

SSID Service Set Identifier 

TBRPF Topology Broadcast Based on Reverse-Path 
Forwarding 

TCA Transmitter-based Channel Assignment 

TCP Transport Control Protocol 

VLAN Virtual LAN 

VIM  Virtual Interface Module 
WECA  Wireless Ethernet Compatibility Alliance 
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Appendix B 
 
VIM implementation 
 

 

 

 

Loadable Kernel Module 

“The most basic way to change code in a Linux kernel is to add one or more source files 

to the kernel source tree and recompile the kernel.  Another way to add code to the 

Linux kernel is to add code while the kernel is running.  A chunk of code added in this 

way is called a loadable kernel module (LKM).  These modules can do many things, but 

they typically for one of three types of functions: 1) device drivers; 2) filesystem drivers; 

and 3) system calls.  The kernel isolates certain functions, including these, especially 

well so they do not have to be intricately “wired” into the rest of the kernel.  A LKM, 

when loaded, is part of the kernel.” [78] 

Loadable Kernel Module Commands 

The programs we need to load and unload and otherwise work with LKMs are in the 
package modutils.  This LKM package contains the following programs to use LKMs. 
[78]  

insmod: Insert an LKM into the Kernel 

rmmod: Remove an LKM from the Kernel 

depmod: Determine interdependencies between LKMs 
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kerneld: Kernel daemon program 

ksyms: Display symbols that are exported by the kernel for use by new LKMs 

lsmod: List curretly loaded LKMs 

modinfo: Display contents of modinfo section in an LKM object file 

modprobe: Insert or remove an LKM or set of LKMs intelligently. For example, if you 
must load A before loading B, modprobe will automatically load A when you tell 
it to load B 
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Appendix C 
 
Calculation of Optimal Data Rate in 
802.11b 
 

 

The time to transmit an IEEE 802.11b data frame with an L-byte payload at m Mbps 
PHY rate is given by: 

1000000*
)28(*8Pr)(

m
LrtPLCPHeadeeambletPLCPLT m

date
+

++=  

The time to transmit an ACK frame at n Mbps PHY rate is given by: 

1000000*
14*8Pr)(

n
rtPLCPHeadeeambletPLCPLT m

ack ++=  

With these assumptions, the throughput (in bps) of the system, when the data frames are 
transmitted at m Mbps and the ACK frames are transmitted at n Mbps, is given by: 

n
ack

m
databk TaSIFSTimeLTTaDIFSTime

LnmT
++++

=
)(

*8),(  

For the above, the average backoff time is given by: 

aSlotTimeCWTbk ×=
2
min

 

The values given in Table C-1 for IEEE 802.11b and transmission rates of m = 2 
Mbps for data and n = 2 Mbps for the ACK are used for the reference calculation [75].  
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Table C-1: IEEE 802. 11b PHY Characteristics 

Parameters Value Comments 

aSlotTime 20 usec Slot time 

aDIFSTime 50 usec DIFS time 

aSIFSTime 10 usec SIFS time 

aCWmin 31 
Minimum contention window size in Units of 
aSlotTime 

TPLCPPreamble 144 usec PLCP preamble duration 

TPLCPHeader 48 usec PLCP header duration 
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